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Editor's ANGLE//

DEALER OF THE YEAR

Golden Anniversary Reflections

THIS DECEMBER marks the end of celebrating SDM’s 50th anniversary year and I
want to thank all of our readers for their dedication and loyalty through the years. I
have been a part of this industry for over half that time and have many memories
of the technologies introduced during that period. I still have a faded mug in my
cupboard from a past trade show introducing HID Proximity!

It is fun to see the vast changes that have taken place over time. Lately, it seems to
me the speed of progress is increasing exponentially. Cloud, AI, cybersecurity,
convergence, managed services, analytics, touchless solutions, and data privacy
were some of the top trends identified in last year’s SIA Megatrends report. The
new report is due out this month and it will be interesting to see what makes the
cut this year.

Karyn Hodgson,
Editor of SDM, is
responsible for
the overall
editorial direction
of the magazine.

It is fitting that this year’s SDM Dealer of the Year, Advanced Security Systems, is
also celebrating its 50th anniversary.

In the words of Advanced Security President and CEO Chuck Petrusha, “Fifty years
is a long time! I remember control panels before they were electronic, where we
turned them on and off with key switches instead of keypads and now cell phones.
I remember recording on a dialer loop before electronic communicators. I
remember when our bookkeeping was done on ledger cards, and I remember
reverse polarity direct line monitoring.

“Our industry has gone through so many technological advancements
in my career, it’s hard to pick one. I remember in the ’90s when ADA
revolutionized the fire alarm industry. I remember the first cellular
transmitter. I remember the utter dismay when the first NVR no
longer needed a tape to record! I remember the dawning of the
computer revolution which digitized alarm monitoring and response. I
remember taking the first credit card payment and our first website. I
remember begging Dad to buy a fax machine and I remember the
day we threw it away. Could the biggest change be the digitization
of the alarm contract and sales process? The World Wide Web and
search engines? The cloud for services? Social media marketing that
freed my Yellow Pages budget? I’ll leave it up to your readers to pick
one!”

More than technology, the security industry is also made up of its
people. I have made many industry friends over the years and have
fond memories of connecting at the many events I have attended.
Chuck Petrusha and his company are also extremely dedicated to
what he calls “the human side of security.”

‘More than

technology, the

security industry is

also made up of its

people. I have made

many industry

friends over the

years.’

Read the article to learn why Advanced Security is the perfect choice to be named Dealer of the Year in
this 50th anniversary year. //
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INSIDER NEWS &
BUSINESS//

TRENDS & INDUSTRY ISSUES

Supply Chain Issues, Tech Trends & Labor Shortages Take

Center Stage at SNG

At Securing New Ground CONNECT, held virtually Oct. 28, 2021, the emphasis was indeed on connections.
Taking advantage of a platform called Shindig, the always entertaining master of ceremonies, SIA Director
of Membership Kevin Murphy, kept attendees engaged with the help of several SNG ambassadors whose
job it was to reach out to attendees and invite them to join the small group chats interspersed throughout
the day — much like the coffee breaks that would take place in person. In fact, the day began with one,
but soon got down to business with the first topic of the day.

“The View From the Top,” moderated by Matt Barnette, CEO of the PSA Security Network, took panelists
Tom Cook, executive vice president of sales and operations for Hanwha Techwin America; Chris Meiter,
president, Salient Systems; and Luis Orbegoso, senior vice president and president, Americas, Allegion,
through a series of top industry issues to get their take. Supply chain issues were clearly top of mind and
the first topic discussed. 

“It is a struggle and we are spending a lot of money to
make sure we can supply product,” Cook said. “There is
a shortage of components across the board and
honestly it is not stopping. I would love to tell everyone
that 2022 is going to be great, but you are going to see
some struggles.”

Meiter and Orbegoso both agreed, but quickly added
labor issues to the mix.

“There are two big issues,” Orbegoso said. “One is supply chain and the availability of material, and the
other issue is labor. That is really going to hit us. Not only do we need people to install, but people to
manufacture. There is a huge labor gap and we can’t get people in fast enough.”

From there the conversation turned to technology, where the panelists set up many of the sessions for the
rest of the day that touched on AI, convergence, cybersecurity, and cloud, along with how to turn these big
trends into the all-important RMR.

“Cyber and cloud are the two scariest words in the industry,” Cook said. “The problem is IT people are
taking more control of the budget and buying power and their first question is, ‘What are your cyber
protocols and encryption levels?’ Dealers and manufacturers are literally avoiding it. … Dealers need to be
knowledgeable enough to use it as a service. We haven’t trained them and the industry hasn’t trained
them. We need to do a better job of doing cyber for dummies and get to the point where we feel
comfortable.”

The need to pivot to recurring revenue streams is critical, Meiter added. “We talk about IT influencing
physical security and we are seeing that much more. Years ago it was difficult to sell service agreements on
video software. They didn’t care. Now with NVRs and IT departments managing that environment, they
basically mandate maintenance. … At the end of the day the companies out there selling and installing
equipment, if they can adapt to sell [services], they will be successful. Things may look bright in 2023, but
who knows about 2024 or 2025. You have got to build your business to weather that.”

For the keynote, SNG returned to the supply chain issues, with Tom Garrison, vice president and general
manager client security strategy and initiatives for Intel Corp. detailing his company’s efforts to create a
digital supply chain security model based on digital DNA of components. Garrison spoke of the
cybersecurity issues of supply chain security, noting that the already struggling supply chain has become
the front line of a lot of the leading edge cyber-attacks.

“One challenge we have is the nature of the supply chain,” he said. “Chances are you think of physical
security. ‘Do I have secure factories and trusted employees and vendors?’ Those are important but not
comprehensive. That is where we at Intel think the next challenge resides.”

In digital DNA, Intel uses a comprehensive suite of tools, ingredients, and standards to deliver supply chain
security, he explained. These include: OEM authenticity; country of origin and manufacturer; integration
history; device health; device and component authenticity; chain of custody; tamper evidence; known
good configuration; and asset tracking.

This allows people to be able to track and trace back to the components and know whether these devices
are in a trusted state, he said.

The day featured several conversational-style presentations, from James Rothstein, operating partner, Lee
Equity Partners interviewing Allied Universal CEO Steve Jones, to a conversation with Kastle CEO Haniel
Lynn and Northland Controls CEO Pierre Trapanese; and one on cybersecurity and the healthcare supply
chain with Min Kyriannis, CEO of Amyna Systems and Michael McNeil, global CISO, McKesson.

Throughout the day, Murphy kept everyone guessing, teasing an upcoming “mystery guest.” At the
penultimate presentation, the mystery guest turned out to be Axis Communications’ Vice President
Americas, Fredrik Nilsson.

“The question we all have is what are the trends and technologies that we will be looking back on at SNG
10 years from now and realize they changed the industry?” Nilsson said. “Is it AI and deep learning? Or is it
cloud? What role will the edge play in the transition to the cloud? Is it cybersecurity and the threat and
opportunity? Will that attract new players to our industry?”

As is tradition at SNG, the last session of the day featured John Mack III, executive vice president of
Imperial Capital and Alper Cetingok, managing director and head of diversified industrials for Raymond
James discussing the financial trends of the security industry and recent M&A activities. And this year’s
presentation ended the session on a high note.

Cetingok called this year one of the most prolific in the security and safety space, adding, “We think this
will continue. … When we think about all that is going on across the major sectors of the market, we are
seeing tremendous amounts of change. … The excitement level in this space from investors is the highest I
have ever seen. Continue to do what you are doing because there is more forward momentum than ever
before.”

Securing New Ground 2022 will take place in-person in New York City from October 18-22 next year. —
Karyn Hodgson, SDM Editor //

90%

The percentage of companies that have more than

one critical business application in the cloud jumped

from 60 to 90 percent during COVID-19.
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Brivo to Become Publicly Traded Company Through Merger With Crown
PropTech Acquisitions

Brivo, a provider of cloud-based access control and smart building technologies, and Crown PropTech
Acquisitions, a publicly traded special purpose acquisition company, have entered into a definitive merger
agreement that will result in Brivo becoming a publicly listed company. The transaction values the
company at a pro forma enterprise value of $808 million. Upon closing, the combined company will
operate as Brivo, and its Class A common stock is expected to be listed under the ticker symbol “BRVS.”
This strategic business combination will enable Brivo to leverage Crown’s experience and relationships as
an owner and operator of commercial real estate to accelerate market expansion.

“Brivo is unique not only in that we created the category-defining smart
spaces platform, but that our products and services are foundational
systems within our customers’ buildings, ensuring the safety and security
of their tenants, residents and employees,” said Steve Van Till, founder
and CEO of Brivo. “We are entering our next phase of growth as a public
company supported by favorable secular tailwinds driving a smart
spaces revolution, and Brivo is uniquely positioned to continue to
capture the growing opportunity as we realize exceptional customer
buy-in, continued expansion and high levels of retention.”

Dean Drako, chairman of Brivo, added, “Brivo is the most sophisticated and mature cloud-based access
control platform on the market and enjoys a highly compelling growth trajectory. This transaction will
provide us with a significant source of capital to continue to fuel innovation and introduce high-quality
products and services that protect lives and assets. Brivo is truly first and best in class, with a significant
head start on others that have more recently entered this rapidly growing space. We look forward to
continuing to set the industry standard and expand our position as the category leader.”

Brivo has a customer base of more than 44,500 customer accounts comprising over 300 million square feet
of commercial property, 330,000 doors, and 23 million credentialed Brivo users across 42 countries, all 50
states, and Puerto Rico.

“As an owner and operator of a sizable portfolio of commercial properties, we recognize the significant
value Brivo brings to the ecosystem, and we believe there is a compelling opportunity to leverage our
experience and relationships to further establish the company as the pre-eminent provider of cloud-based
access control and smart building technology,” said Richard Chera, chairman and CEO of Crown PropTech
Acquisitions. “Brivo has demonstrated its value through its strong subscription revenues, retention rates,
network of channel partners, and successful land and expand strategy, creating a highly loyal customer
base. We look forward to supporting Steve and the team as they advance their strategic priorities.”

Existing Brivo shareholders will roll over 100 percent of their equity, retaining 69 percent ownership in the
pro forma company. Assuming no redemptions, Crown shareholders will own approximately 31 percent of
the combined company.

“We are excited to provide a highly structured and flexible financing solution to support Brivo, the market-
leading provider of cloud-based access control solutions in the enterprise and commercial segments,” said
Marko Soldo, head of Golub Capital Credit Opportunities. “We think Brivo’s strong management team,
coupled with Crown’s deep experience in real estate and the leadership of a proven serial technology
entrepreneur like Dean Drako make for a world-class combination.”

Brivo’s management team — including Van Till, COO John Szczygiel, CFO Mike Voslow, and CTO Jeff
Nielsen — will continue to operate and manage the combined company following the transaction. Dean
Drako, founding CEO of Barracuda Networks, will continue to serve as Brivo’s chairman of the board. The
boards of directors of Brivo and Crown have unanimously approved the business combination. The
transaction will require the approval of the stockholders of Crown, and is subject to other customary
closing conditions, including the receipt of certain regulatory approvals. The transaction is expected to
close in the first half of 2022. //

TMA Announces 2022 Excellence Awards Application

Beginning Dec. 15, 2021, The Monitoring Association (TMA) members
who are FM approved, Intertek/ETL, or UL-listed may submit their
applications for the TMA 2022 Monitoring Center Excellence Awards.
Based upon the number of subscribers, monitoring centers have the
option to enter up to four categories, which include Monitoring Center
of the Year; Monitoring Center Manager of the Year; Monitoring Center
Operator of the Year; and Monitoring Center Support Person of the
Year. The deadline for entry is Feb. 4, 2022. The awards will be
presented in conjunction with TMA’s 2022 Mid-Year Meeting in late
April. In addition to receiving the awards, winners will be featured in an
SDM article following the awards ceremony. Visit TMA’s website for
entry details. //

Smart Door Lock Ownership

U.S. broadband households

According to Parks Associates, the percentage of households owning three or more devices continues to rise and

now represents �ve times the number of households that own just one device.

// SOURCE: PARK ASSOCIATES

ADT, Brinks Home Both Enter Solar Energy Market

ADT and Brinks Home have made separate moves to acquire solar energy companies to enter the solar
energy market.

ADT announced it will acquire Sunpro Solar for $160 million in cash plus approximately 77.8 million shares
of ADT common stock, equaling a total enterprise value of approximately $825 million, subject to certain
adjustments. ADT will rebrand Sunpro to ADT Solar and enter the rooftop solar business.

“With its strong focus on the customer, Sunpro is the perfect partner for ADT and a
logical extension of our ecosystem, unlocking an integrated home experience that
includes security, automation and energy management,” said Jim DeVries, ADT
president and CEO. “By combining a cash-flow-positive company in the high-growth
solar space with ADT’s trusted brand, national footprint, and cross-sell potential, we
can expand offerings to our customers and accelerate growth for both ADT and
ADT Solar.”

Sunpro founder Marc Jones and the Sunpro management team are expected to join ADT to help build ADT
Solar.

“Becoming part of the ADT family will accelerate our ability to bring residential and commercial rooftop
solar to more customers, helping them save money and also become more energy independent,” Jones
said. “With our shared mission to further advance smart home technologies and renewable energy
solutions for customers, our expansion will make a meaningful difference in how our customers live daily.”

Sunnova Energy International Inc. and Brinks Home announced they are partnering to allow Sunnova to
offer its customers options from the Brinks Home portfolio of smart home security solutions, and allow
Brinks Home dealers and authorized representatives to offer their customers Sunnova’s suite of solar,
battery, and energy services.

“Brinks Home is committed to delivering best-in-class customer experience coupled with smart home
products and security services to our nearly one million customers,” said William Niles, CEO of Brinks Home.
“The partnership with Sunnova will align with that mission by extending our value proposition to smart
home energy management with a partner that shares the same commitment to customer satisfaction. We
look forward to partnering with Sunnova to deliver a smarter, safer, and greener home for our shared
customer base.”

Sunnova will also offer financing to Brinks Home customers for security equipment and installation.
“The home is a sanctuary, which means ensuring the safety of your family is a key priority,” said William J.
(John) Berger, founder and CEO of Sunnova. “By connecting Brinks Home customers to clean and
affordable solar energy and Sunnova customers with top-of-the-line security, we’re confident customers will
find the unique solutions their homes need. The solutions provided by Brinks Home complement Sunnova’s,
and by leveraging our collective strengths, we will help power and protect the home of the future.” //

Advanced Security Technologies Acquires Premier Security & Fire Inc.

Advanced Security Technologies (AST) has acquired Premier Security and Fire of Modesto, Calif. The
purchase was financed by Alarm Financial Services (AFS) for an undisclosed amount. This acquisition will
allow AST to continue its growth in the residential and commercial markets.

For AST CEO, Bob Ricucci, the deal was especially accretive. “The
Premier business model fits with what we do and how we approach
client performance and satisfaction,” he said. “The geographic density
and size of the account base made this transaction ideal for all parties.
Our effort now will build upon the already excellent performance of
Premier, and provide our new members of the AST family the very best
service and total solutions possible. Additionally, our partnership with
Alarm Financial Services has been instrumental in successfully
completing this transaction.”

Premier CEO Russ W. Vorse added, “We’re confident that AST can provide the same level of service that
our customers have come to expect from us.” //

SIA Names New Director of Standards & Technology

The Security Industry Association (SIA) has named Edison Shen as its new director of standards and
technology. In this role, Shen — who previously served as a program manager in the Building Infrastructure
and Transportation Systems divisions at the National Electrical Manufacturer Association (NEMA) — will
manage and administer SIA’s standards and technical program activities; coordinate with other standards
organizations that impact the SIA standards program of work; liaise with the SIA standards committee,
subcommittees and working groups to set agendas and build consensus; develop cybersecurity and
security technology content for SIA members; research standards activities and complementary
programming; and manage the SIA Standards team. 

“SIA has a strong history of over 50 years of service to the security industry, and I
am excited to join SIA and its nearly 1,200 member companies in shaping its
future,” Shen said. “SIA’s Standards Committee has been very active in obtaining
the adoption of the OSDP standard by the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) as IEC 60839-11-5 and launching the OSDP Verified program. I
look forward to bringing value to our members through tackling current
challenges and exploring new opportunities through standards.”

As director of standards and technology, Shen will spearhead SIA programs like
the SIA Open Supervised Device Protocol (OSDP) standard and its related OSDP
Boot Camp and OSDP Verified offerings, as well as projects that align security
technologies with industry best practices, standards and guidelines. He will also
serve as the SIA staff liaison for the SIA Cybersecurity Advisory Board, which
guides SIA members ahead of potential cybersecurity issues related to electronic
physical security measures and provides prescriptive guidance and advocacy for
new and existing cybersecurity strategies and solutions.

SHEN

“We are thrilled to have Edison join the SIA team as our standards program further evolves to meet the
needs of members and the industry,” said SIA CEO Don Erickson. “With his deep knowledge of standards
and technology, he will help to implement the SIA Standards Roadmap, accelerate growth of existing SIA
programs such as OSDP Verified, introduce new content and committee opportunities for members in the
areas of AI and video, and add additional technical expertise to SIA’s advocacy efforts before government
agencies such as NIST and CISA.” //

Bates Security Acquires Central Security & Electronics

Bates Security/Sonitrol of Lexington, Ky., continues its growth with the acquisition of Central Security and
Electronics in Lake Placid, Fla. This will be Bates Security’s fifth office and will continue to operate as
Central Security.

“Our Central Security team has been privileged and proud to serve our
community for over 30 years,” said Dana Hurlbut, former owner of
Central Security and Electronics. “What we began in 1988 as a one-man
operation wiring security for builders in new homes has grown into a
well-established full-service security provider with 10 offices and
technical staff. Thanks to all of our loyal patrons, we are now providing
security, fire, camera, and access control services to several thousand
customers, including our local government offices, educational and
religious establishments, as well as numerous commercial and residential
accounts. With an eye toward future growth, we are pleased and excited
to announce that we are merging our company with Bates Security, a
similar and successful family-owned business with offices throughout the
Southeast.”

In the last two years, Bates Security also recently completed acquisitions of the Lyon Alarm in the Central
Kentucky areas as well as Southtech Integration (dba Dynamark) in Jacksonville, Fla. Bates Security was
No. 37 on the 2021 SDM 100.

“We share many of the same goals with Central Security, including a commitment to providing excellent
customer service and cutting-edge technology options,” said Jeremy Bates, president of Bates Security.
“My brother Bryan and I are excited to lead the company’s growth into new areas of Florida, Georgia, and
Kentucky, and the addition of Central Security helps further that goal. The Bates team brings additional
resources and ideas that will further enhance the services of the Central Security client base in Lake Placid,
Highlands and surrounding counties.” //

Motorola Solutions Acquires Envysion

Motorola Solutions announced it has acquired Envysion, a provider of enterprise video security and
business analytics solutions for the quick-service restaurant and retail industries.

Envysion's cloud-based solution integrates video systems with sales data to proactively identify potentially
fraudulent transactions and highlight sales patterns and in-store activity without the need to monitor hours
of video footage.

“The combination of video and analytics continues to play a powerful
role in supporting enterprise security,” said Greg Brown, chairman and
CEO, Motorola Solutions. “With Envysion, we will bring greater
operational efficiency and safety to the vast restaurant and retail
industries across the U.S., expanding our presence and reinforcing our
strategy as a global leader in end-to-end video security solutions.”

Envysion’s platform helps to identify and resolve theft and support priorities such as customer and
employee safety, workplace productivity, and physical security. Business owners have access to actionable
insights to drive better management decisions to reduce loss, mitigate risk, and enhance profitability.

“We are excited to join Motorola Solutions and look forward to advancing the innovative solutions we
deliver to our customers,” said Matt Umscheid, CEO, Envysion. “Together, we will continue investing in and
building upon Motorola Solutions’ portfolio of video security and access control solutions and equip
enterprise customers with unparalleled security capabilities.”

Terms of the transaction were not disclosed. //

Convergint Acquires Simpson Security Systems

Convergint, a service-based systems integrator, has acquired Simpson Security Systems, a security systems
integrator that provides services across Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama, and Tennessee. This
acquisition expands Convergint’s footprint across the Southeast and Central regions of the United States. 

“We’ve celebrated tremendous growth this past year, and with each
acquisition, we remain focused on two things: culture and service,” said
Ken Lochiatto, CEO of Convergint. “We are honored to be welcoming
over 75 colleagues from Simpson Security Systems. We look forward to
working together, deepening our local vertical market expertise, and
continuing to provide our customers with best-in-class service across the
Southeast and Central regions of the United States.”

Founded in 1991, Simpson Security Systems provides security and special systems solutions, with a large
concentration of fire alarm, access control, and video surveillance. The company’s clientele includes
businesses of all sizes, healthcare facilities, and state and government entities, including the Department of
Justice.

“We are excited to be joining Convergint, a company that continues to scale its services to meet the
increased global demand for fire, life safety, and security needs,” said Keith Simpson, CEO of Simpson
Security Systems. “For 30 years, Simpson Security Systems has prided itself on culture and customer
service — both of which align strongly with Convergint's Values and Beliefs. We look forward to joining
Convergint and further enhancing our service capabilities.” //

Speco Technologies announced promotions for two of its existing employees,
and new hires of three employees in marketing and customer service. Corey
Mutterperl, formerly the director of product planning, has been promoted to
vice president of operations. Timothy O’Brien, formerly a tech support
representative, has been promoted to technical support manager. Matthew
Mulham has been hired to the marketing team, with an emphasis on digital
marketing campaigns. Jennie Paley and Samantha Ascencio have been hired
to the customer service team.

Guardian Protection announced the following staff
promotions aimed at expanding its sales functions. Brandon
Dixon has been promoted to director of national account
sales. David Errera has been promoted to Director of
Commercial Sales.

DIXON ERRERA

VuWall announced the appointment of Fadhl Al-Bayaty as director of product
management. This new leadership position will be focused on consolidating the
company's software and hardware product strategy.

AL-BAYATY

Nortek Control announced that Adrian Vega has joined the company
as the new regional sales manager for its Linear branded access
control products that include garage door operators, gate operators,
access control panels, and credentials, along with radio frequency
remote controls. Vega comes to Nortek Control with more than 20
years’ experience in the access control industry, and will be
responsible for sales support in the Four Corners area of Arizona, New
Mexico, Colorado and Utah, as well as Las Vegas and El Paso, Texas.

Camden Door Controls welcomed two new U.S. regional
sales managers. Joining Camden are Jeffrey Hochstrate as
regional sales manager for the South Central/East, and
Rick Hill as regional sales manager for the North
Central/East.

HILL HOCHSTRATE

Lumeo, a designer of computer vision solutions, has named Bob Cutting as chief
operating officer. Cutting brings operations and video analytics experience to
Lumeo. Cutting comes to Lumeo from security management solutions provider
Kastle Systems where he served as vice president and led operations for the
company’s west region.

CUTTING
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Security & THE LAW//

PREVAILING WAGE

What is the Prevailing Wage for Testing & Inspecting

Fire Systems?

AN IMPORTANT CASE involving the installation, service and programming of fire
alarm systems was recently decided in Illinois. A group of individuals employed by
the defendant filed a complaint asserting claims under the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA) and the Illinois Prevailing Wage Act, as well as a claim
for unjust enrichment.

The defendant is a seller of fire alarm systems and also designs, manufactures and
programs those systems. The plaintiffs are the defendant’s current and former
employees who worked on public projects in Illinois. When a customer purchases a
system, the defendant supplies a fire alarm panel and the associated components,
such as smoke detectors, pull stations, heat detectors and strobes, and the
electrical contractor installs at the customer’s location the electrical wiring, the fire
alarm panel and the components.

Lessing E. Gold,
Contributing Legal
Columnist, of
Mitchell,
Silberberg &
Knupp is counsel
to the California
Alarm Association.

In order for the smoke detectors, pull stations and other components to work
properly with the fire alarm panel, the fire alarm panel must be programed. The
labor to program each fire alarm panel is provided by the defendant, who employs
installation technicians who perform that work. The programming is done on a
company laptop using proprietary software, which can be used only by a
technician possessing a specialized key. Much of the programming can be done by
the technician at any location so long as a technician has a laptop, the key,
software and a map of the system. A technician can do most of the programming
at the defendant’s office, the technician’s home or the customer’s location.

The technician who programs the fire alarm panel then also tests the system with
the electrical contractor.

If inspectors detect problems during the fire alarm or sprinkler inspections,
customers have the option of hiring the defendant to correct the problem. When
the defendant is hired to correct those problems on public projects, the defendant
sends an employee to make a service call and pays the prevailing wage for those
service calls. The defendant does not, however, pay the prevailing wage for the
programming work, for the acceptance testing or for the periodic testing of
sprinklers and fire alarm systems.

More specifically, when defendant pays the prevailing wage for
service calls, it pays according to the wage classification of electronic
systems technicians.

The Illinois Prevailing Wage Act provides that “Not less than the
general prevailing rates of hourly wages for work of a similar
character on public works in the locality in which the work is
performed … shall be paid to all laborers, workers and mechanics
employed by or on behalf of any public body engaged in the
construction or demolition of public works.”

This includes any maintenance, repair, assembly or disassembly work
performed on equipment that is owned, leased, or rented. Only such
laborers, workers and mechanics directly employed by contractors or
subcontractors in actual construction work on the site of the building
or construction job shall be deemed to be employed upon public
works.

So only those laborers, workers and mechanics doing actual
construction work (including maintenance) on site must be paid the
prevailing wage, which leads to the question, what is construction
under the act?
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The parties each filed cross-motions for summary judgment. The plaintiffs argued
that periodic testing and inspecting work performed by inspectors fall in the
category of maintenance and thus are construction.

The court disagreed, indicating that this work is required periodically by life safety
standards and reviewed to determine whether any components of the system have
failed or are working improperly. Inspectors make a list of any problems and
present a list of problems to the customer. The inspectors do not fix the problems.
These undisputed facts led the court to conclude that the testing itself is not
maintenance work. If the testing determines that any portion of the system is not
working properly, then any necessary corrections or repairs would be maintenance
work.

The court pointed out that the programming of fire alarm panels can be performed
off site, but the final portion, installing the software to the already installed panel,
must be performed on site. The court agreed with the defendants that any
programming work performed off site is not covered by the act.

The court pointed out that the work of downloading the programming to the
installed fire alarm panel, which is the last step in installing the system, falls within
the broad range of the Prevailing Wage Act. Therefore, the plaintiffs’ motion for
summary judgement was denied with respect to the periodic testing/inspecting
work, which the court held is not covered by the Prevailing Wage Act and the
defendant’s motion for summary judgment was granted in part and denied in part.
//
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Marketing MADMEN//

MARKETING TRENDS

Marketing Trends for 2022 & Beyond

NOW MORE THAN EVER, the security industry faces major disruption. Join David
Morgan, co-founder of SD Marketing and one of SDM Magazine’s Marketing
Madmen, as he discusses marketing trends that will help your company thrive in
2022 and beyond. //

David Morgan and
Alex Chavez are
co-founders of
Security Dealer
Marketing, a full-
service marketing
agency for the
security industry,
servicing dealers,
integrators,
manufacturers,
and other industry
professionals. Visit
Security Dealer
Marketing at 
www.sdmktg.com.
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Integration SPOTLIGHT//

SECURITY SUPPLY CHAIN

Supply Chain Challenges: Keeping End Users

Informed

Candice Aragon is
a contributing
writer and vice
president of
marketing and
events for PSA
Network.

WE ARE HEARING ABOUT THE SUPPLY CHAIN EVERY DAY — not just in our 
industry, but everywhere. Our backlogs keep growing and it is obvious the problem 
isn’t going away any time soon. This is frustrating for everyone involved, and 
though most of us have no control over the issue, systems integrators may receive 
heat from some customers. Good, consistent communication with your end users 
can help mitigate challenges and strains on relationships, though. Here are four tips 
PSA is passing on to its members and owners about how to navigate through these 
times.

1. Stay in Contact With Your Suppliers
At PSA we are talking to our technology partners daily to get constant updates 
about products so we can share the information with our members and owners. 
There are so many moving parts with the supply chain challenges and things can 
change daily. Having this open line of communication has also helped us pivot when 
necessary. Some have had shortages on one product, but in-stock supply of another 
that can be utilized instead. By talking through the needs of our members and 
owners, and because of the great partnerships we have formed, most are going out 
of their way to deliver exceptional service. Likewise, carriers have been operating 
above max holiday volumes for almost two straight years, so even if a product is 
available, it may still see delays in shipping.

2. Communicate Often, Repeating the Message
It is not enough to simply send one e-mail addressing the supply chain. It’s important 
to regularly talk to your customers about what the supply chain shortage means for 
your business and how it could impact them. Send e-mails, post on your website, 
have your team make calls, but make sure you are constantly explaining the 
challenges with the supply chain and the need to build adequate time into projects 
because of it. PSA has formed a task force to check in weekly on our backlog and 
the impact it might be having on our membership. We are encouraging our 
technology partners to regularly provide statuses and we’ve built lead times on 
products into our webstore as well. Some might be tuning out the supply chain 
messages because they are hearing it so often, but when it impacts them directly is 
when they’ll finally pay attention. Therefore, a phone call or in-person conversation 
expressing just how it may impact them can go a long way.

3. Look for Alternatives Where Possible
Now is the time to get creative. In our discussions with technology
partners, we are learning that many do have stock in key products.
Our sales team has been very clever in helping members and owners
find alternatives when the product they need is not available. Do you
have a client who regularly purchases a product you know is delayed?
If so, can you work with them to anticipate upcoming needs and get
ahead of the issue? It might take some extra brain power, but there
are potentially alternative routes that can be taken to fulfill a project.

4. Be Transparent
This is the time to be as realistic as possible. You must set clear
expectations, even if they are “no known lead time on a specific
product.” While I love to take a “glass is half full” approach to life, in
this instance, give your customers the most accurate estimate of
product delays … and then maybe add more. This is where a
discussion with the supplier can help you determine if the estimate
you are getting is accurate or subject to continuous delays. We’ve
also heard the resounding message that surcharges and price
increases are imminent this year and beyond as the world continues
to grapple with the shortages and demand driven by the pandemic.
We are continuously reminding membership these price hikes could
be coming and to communicate that with their end users as well.

‘These

conversations are

not fun to have, but

they are necessary

to ensure

relationships stay

intact and

integrators remain

on the same page as

their end users.’

Ultimately these conversations are not fun to have, but they are necessary to
ensure relationships stay intact and integrators remain on the same page as their
end users. //
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SDM EXCLUSIVE // 2021 Dealer of the Year

Standing
TALL

Advanced Security management team (from left to right): Ian Schatz, Nicholas Bowden, Rick Petrusha, Chuck

Petrusha, Naomi Withers, Blaine Bermers, and Zach Smith.
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With deep, long-standing roots in the community, this company’s service-based
culture and strong commitment to both employees and customers have earned it the
distinction of being named SDM’s 2021 Dealer of the Year.

BY KARYN HODGSON, SDM Editor

T
his year’s Dealer of the Year is headquartered in the heart of the California redwoods — an area
known for its natural beauty and, in the words of company President and CEO Chuck Petrusha, “a
region where there are more trees and fish than people.”

Advanced Security Systems has operated a successful business in the area since 1971. This year marks the
company’s 50th anniversary, and the 42nd year the Petrusha family has owned and run the business.
Originally founded by Bob and Lois Bestor as a Dictograph franchise serving Humboldt County, Calif., the
company was purchased in 1979 by Chuck’s mother and father, Rose and John, who took it more in the
general physical security direction. Chuck and his brother Rick worked with their parents from the
beginning to turn the company into a successful enterprise, and have followed the business philosophy first
set out by their dad.

//

2021 Dealer of the Year: At a Glance

Advanced Security Systems,
Eureka, Calif.
Ownership: Chuck and Rick Petrusha
Website: www.advancedsecurity.us
Employees: 53
2021 Revenue: $9.98 million (estimated)
2021 RMR: $385,527 (estimated)
Customers: 9,113
2021 SDM 100 Rank: 70

“Dad was great at whatever he did, but he was truly an amazing operations/systems person who lived
under the philosophy of ‘friends doing business with friends,’” Chuck Petrusha recalls. “In addition, he
taught us the value of doing it the right way the first time, not only in business but in everything you do.
Mom and Dad also engaged in annual strategic planning sessions each year with goals and milestones and
typically a celebration for the year we just had.”

These ideals formed the foundation for growth. But Chuck and Rick realized they needed to branch out to
continue growing. Advanced Security has completed several acquisitions — the most recent in 2019 — but
paused during the pandemic to focus on COVID’s unique challenges and on upgrading customers from 3G.
Today the company operates three branches that serve the geographic region from the Golden Gate of
California north along the coast into Southern Oregon, from the wine country to the coastal redwoods, for
both residential and commercial customers.

Beyond the physical expansion, the Petrushas are equally proud of their company’s cultural growth. They
utilize the Ritz-Carlton training program for all employees, and credit their company’s strong culture with
retaining both customers and employees.

“Through education we realized the importance of a
culture in any business, and ultimately the makeup of
our company and the way we put it together was
strategic,” Chuck Petrusha says. “We are not trying to
take over America. … We had to be a company for
everyone. We have installed life safety our entire
career, surveillance since technology allowed us to,
and access control since the late 1980s. Serving a
region of rural California, we needed to be everything
for everyone. Building the structure necessary for
that to happen was one step at a time and grew to
what we have today.”

The years have not been without their challenges.
Besides the many changes in security technology,
California has been hit in recent years by a series of
devastating wildfires, many of which have directly
impacted Advanced Security staff and customers;
rolling blackouts to combat these natural disasters;
and a pandemic. Through it all, Petrusha and his
team have relied on their company’s deeply rooted
culture, community ties, and business philosophy to
not only survive but thrive — and continue to grow.

2021 is the 50th anniversary of Advanced Security,

originally founded as a Dictograph franchise in

1971.
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Like many similar companies, Advanced Security took a financial hit from the 2020 pandemic and its
ongoing impacts, incurring approximately $57,000 in additional costs to do business. That, along with
unusual attrition from customers who permanently closed due to either the pandemic or the wildfires,
slowed growth. But the company stayed positive, with a 1 percent gross revenue growth in 2020 and
estimated 3 percent growth in 2021. In RMR, numbers slipped from 7 percent growth to 2 percent in 2020,
but are on track to be back to 7 percent this year.

Advanced Security used the past two years to revamp several internal business processes, including
migrating its in-house remote monitoring center to AvantGuard; implementing a new CRM tool, Salesforce;
and adding a new marketing communications platform, Pardot. All these efforts have put the company on
track to project double-digit 10 percent growth in 2022.

The first company mantra, “Our Family Serving Yours,” has undergone a few revisions over the years, but
remains essentially the same in spirit, reflecting Advanced Security’s commitment to serve each person,
customer, and employee with the dignity and respect it offers to all of its neighbors and community. Today,
the mantra is, ‘People Serving People,’ something Chuck Petrusha says is, “more than a phrase to us; it IS
who we are.”

Re�ecting on 50 Years in the Security Industry

//

Brothers Chuck (left) and Rick

Petrusha began working for

Advanced Security when their

parents took it over in 1979 and have

seen a lot of changes in the industry

since then.
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Advanced Security is 50 years old in 2021, and co-owners
Chuck and Rick Petrusha have been involved in the company
for 42 of those years. That represents a lot of changes in the
security industry, and SDM spoke with both of them about
this.

SDM: How did you both come to work in this business with
your parents?

RICK: I was a senior in high school and I went through my
senior year and worked in the stock room. When we first
moved to the area, my father and I lived in the same building
as the business until the rest of the family relocated.

CHUCK: I was 19 and had completed a year of college when I
went to work at Advanced Security. I don’t think anyone
graduates from high school and says, “I want to jump into the
alarm industry.” I worked full time from the time they bought
it until they left the business. I don’t think any of us thought
this is it for a career but we just kept coming to work every
day and time goes by.

SDM: How did you go from a single Dictograph franchise to
becoming a successful regional security dealer?

CHUCK: Back in 1979 the alarm industry was still relatively new. There was not a lot of demand.
People trusted people at that point. It wasn’t until the mid-’80s or early ’90s where we saw the real
opportunities the security industry offered. By then it was clear we had an opportunity to build a
company we could be proud of. In 2009 when the economy started tanking, we developed an
acquisition strategy to further our growth. Eureka didn’t offer enough population to make it more
than a lifestyle business. It was really a perfect storm, with the technology coming out in 2008 and
the housing bubble that popped. There were a lot of alarm companies in Northern California that
were started in the ’70s and ’80s. By then the owners were older and wanting to retire. We looked at
which were strategically a fit for growth and put together an acquisition team and had great success
in acquiring a number of small to medium alarm companies in our exiting footprint, which led to us
operating a regional alarm company.

SDM: What have been the biggest and most influential changes to the security industry in your years
in business?

RICK: The use of the smartphone. People love to have control over many aspects in their lives on their
phone. Going from video tape to seeing everything on your phone and controlling Z-Wave devices
such as lights and HVAC and door locks, smartphone technology has had a huge impact and
continues to change technology offerings.

CHUCK: Fifty years is a long time! I remember control panels before they were electronic, where we
turned them on and off with key switches instead of keypads and now cell phones, as Rick
mentioned. I remember recording on a dialer loop before electronic communicators. I remember
when our bookkeeping was done on ledger cards, and I remember reverse polarity direct-line
monitoring.

Our industry has gone through so many technological advancements in my career, it’s hard to pick
one. I remember in the ’90s when ADA revolutionized the fire alarm industry. I remember the first
cellular transmitter. I remember the utter dismay when the first NVR no longer needed a tape to
record! I remember the dawning of the computer revolution which digitized alarm monitoring and
response. I remember taking the first credit card payment and our first website. I remember begging
Dad to buy a fax machine and I remember the day we threw it away.  Could the biggest change be
the digitization of the alarm contract and sales process? The World Wide Web and search engines?
The cloud for services? Social media marketing that freed my Yellow Pages budget? I’ll leave it up to
your readers to pick one!

SDM: What is your favorite memory of being in the security business?

RICK: For me, my fondest memory is working with my parents and where we came from and where
they brought us to, then the relationship that Chuck and I have built over the years. How long will we
do this? As long as we are having fun.

CHUCK: When I look back, the fondest memories are the friends I have made in this industry — the
people I have worked with and met, and the customers that have become lifelong friends as a result
of the relationships started at Advanced Security.

Clear Vision Leads Company Culture
Many successful companies tout their culture as a major factor of their success, but not many of them have
a “culture card” to back it up. At Advanced Security, the culture card is literal, and serious business. From
reviewing it in the initial job interview, to pulling it out at every meeting, employees are expected to carry
this card with them at all times as a reminder of who they are and what they stand for. The card features
the company motto, “Delivering Peace of Mind,” and a statement of values on the back cover; on the inside
are listed six service values and six steps of service.

From the beginning of the hiring process, Advanced Security focuses on recruiting employees who
embody the motto of people serving people, something they got from the Ritz-Carlton training, Chuck
Petrusha says. “We found after all these years in business that is a skill set you can’t always teach: how to
be cordial and helpful and thankful. … It is easier to teach the technical aspects of our business than the
service side. People who want to serve people has been our mantra for about eight years. That culture card
is introduced at the first interview. They have read it back to us by the time they have been hired. Every
time we meet with a new candidate, we go over that card. ‘A’ players will tolerate a ‘B’ player, but they
won’t tolerate a ‘C’ player. We owe it to our staff to hire A players for the benefit of all our employees.”

Hiring for service, not skills, has helped Advanced Security stay fully staffed throughout the pandemic, and
continue hiring today. “We couldn’t hire alarm technicians anywhere, so we hired roofers and fence
builders,” Chuck Petrusha says. “It made it easier and still does. We have hired plenty since the pandemic
began and the majority have been from outside the industry.”

When Naomi Withers, company controller, was hired in 2016, the culture card hadn’t yet been rolled out.
But she recalls being most impressed about Chuck and Rick’s vision for the future of the company —
something they have carried forward from their parents’ business philosophy and the one thing missing
from her previous employment at a building materials and installation company, coincidentally owned by
three brothers.

From one brother-owned company to this one, Withers is happy she made the change. “I was impressed
because they actually had a vision for the future,” she says. “I have worked for a lot of small businesses and
it didn’t feel like any of them had a real plan for their business. I always wanted to see a business grow, and
Chuck was able to share his strategy right in the interview.”

Ian Schatz, operations manager, who joined the company in 2008, had a similar experience. “I wasn’t
looking; I had been in low voltage consulting and integration for about 16 years,” he says. “The company I
was working with, there was no clear future path there. We had a brief discussion, Chuck, Rick and I, and
they laid out this strategic plan with a one-, three-, and five-year outlook on where they want to be and it
impressed the heck out of me, so I gave it a try.”

In his time with Advanced Security, Schatz has seen the monitoring center grow in-house, and was
instrumental in helping choose a third-party monitoring center when the company decided to outsource.
He credits the owners’ clear vision with steering a course through all of it. “Like any ship’s captain you
chart a course, but there are many ways to get there. It has been clear the direction we are headed but we
needed flexibility in adapting.”

Setting the course has been the biggest difference Schatz sees in working at Advanced Security. “We
don’t have infighting. We really work in the same direction, and having that strategic plan and clear
purpose really helps. With other companies it was day-to-day and let’s make the next dollar. Here there is a
larger goal and the only way to reach it is to take care of our customers each and every time. There is no
question what we need to do day to day: It is all toward the purpose of growing the RMR and the business
and making partners with our customers for life.”

For Withers, company culture comes from the top down. “Leadership is something we take seriously, and
good leadership can go a long way toward hiring and retaining quality employees,” she says. “We work on
our leadership skills and do our best to see that our key employees remain happy. Part of our retention
strategy for great employees is the daily application of our desired company culture, which we do our best
to incorporate into everything we do.”

Advanced Security Management Team
Chuck Petrusha, President & CEO
Rick Petrusha, Vice President & General Manager
Ian Schatz, Operations Manager
Naomi Withers, Controller 
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Tim Cherms, Life Safety Services Manager
Blaine Bermers, Security Consultant/Strategist
Nick Bowden, General Manager - Santa Rosa
Zach Smith, General Manager - Crescent City

This includes training starting on day one. New technicians complete their ESA level 1 in the first 90 days
and are also offered enrollment in the California Fire/Life Safety apprenticeship program or the Oregon
Limited Energy-A license soon after. The company pays 100 percent of health insurance and contributes 3
percent of an employee’s annual salary to retirement, regardless of employee contribution.

“The construction trades are traditionally behind other jobs in retirement savings, and we feel it is
important to not only plan for today and tomorrow, but well into the future,” Withers says. “For as long as
we can remember, we have offered a health plan option that is 100 percent free to the employee. Most
employers in our area moved away from that when health insurance costs started increasing, but we felt it
was important to offer that option to our employees.”

All staff participate in the Ritz-Carlton leadership program every two years, and the company also offers a
mentor/mentee program for its technicians, Schatz explains.

“We expect all managers to be mentors to their direct reports,” Schatz says. “We try to foster the idea that
everyone should always be learning something new every day. Otherwise people go stagnant and bored
and don’t progress.”

All these factors have contributed to a phenomenon that Withers says she hasn’t seen at many other
places. “From an HR perspective, you know there is turnover for every business; this is the first one I have
worked for where a lot of those employees come back,” she says. “I think that speaks to the management
and is unique to this company.”

The Human Side of Security
On the front of the culture card, the credo states: “At
Advanced Security Systems our people are the most
important resource in our service commitment to our
communities. It takes professionals to deliver peace
of mind to our clients and we strive to offer and be
only the best. Our pledge is to nurture a culture of
honesty, respect, integrity, learning and service in all
that we do.”

The culture card embodies the company’s philosophy
on customer relations, customer service, and its role
in the community. The idea behind the card came
from the Ritz-Carlton leadership program, Schatz
says. “The first time we went through, it became very
clear to us that our employees had a lot of great
things to say about what customer care looks like
and what it means to us. That is where the six steps
of service came from. … The grounding that the Ritz
program provides is that we are here to serve people.
It is about being a good human to the person whose
problem you are trying to solve.”

Chuck was first introduced to the Ritz-Carlton
leadership offering in 2007 when he was a board
member for a local bank. “I knew instantly that the
distinctions and processes offered would help
transform our tech company into a customer-focused
service organization,” he recalls.

It appears to have done exactly that. Advanced
Security employees are involved in a variety of
charitable organizations and sponsorships of local
groups.

The culture card is something every employee

carries with them daily. It is pulled out at the �rst

interview and frequently reviewed in meetings

throughout the year.
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“Our offices are full of Rotary members, Kiwanians, kids’ youth sports coaches, homeless advocates, and
others volunteering where we can make a difference,” Chuck Petrusha says. “We are members of 11
Chambers of Commerce to help in supporting local businesses. I currently serve as president of our local
homeless foundation, finance committee at Sacred Heart Church, and school board member of a proposed
charter school for a high school trade academy,” he adds.

“I really appreciate that the company gives so much back to our community,” Withers says. “It’s the little
things, like when my car broke down the day before Thanksgiving and officers pulled over to see if I was
OK. I told him where I worked. He said, ‘I think you guys sponsor my kid’s Little League.’”

This deeply embedded local commitment also led Chuck Petrusha to recognize a need for more
representation for his community within the local alarm associations. So in 2008, he and a colleague
founded the Redwood Alarm Association, where he served as president for three terms and currently
serves as secretary.

The community approach extends to marketing as well. In addition to sponsoring sports teams, Advanced
Security gets the word out with yard signs, stickers, community banners, and other advertising efforts that
Marketing Coordinator TC Adams calls the “social side” of marketing. “This is how we primarily consider
customer engagement with our brand,” she adds. “Advanced Security works for the community as a part of
the community. This is why our marketing plan is focused more heavily on the social side of the business
rather than the product side of the business. With this in mind, our customers tend to be most engaged
with us and our social media when our content is people-based.”

We are having a good time right now with new challenges every

day. I tell my staff at just about every meeting that we are in the

right business at the right time.

– CHUCK PETRUSHA, Advanced Security President and CEO

Some examples of this are photos, write-ups on staff accomplishments, how they give back to their
community, and when they are with their families. “Our communities are small and our staff are often our
customers’ neighbors, which is why our social-based content does best,” Adams says.

Advanced Security also leveraged its 50th anniversary to promote that in 2021. “Fifty years is a long time,”
Adams says. “The Petrusha family have owned Advanced Security for 42 years and Chuck Petrusha has
worked here for the whole 42 years.

“What does that mean? That the company has plenty of memories to reminisce on. This historical approach
has been our greatest tool in celebrating the monumental anniversary. We most enjoy highlighting the
customers and staff that have supported us along the way.”

The company also makes a concerted effort to buy local whenever possible. “Purchasing locally is
incredibly important to us as a community-focused company,” Adams explains. “Throughout the year we
advertise through television, newspapers, and community events. We choose to work with local TV and
radio stations who provide production, editing, and digital support. By outsourcing the production and
editing and digital support, we are able to support their entire staff. Our printed materials are also locally
sourced. From our yard signs and stickers to our business cards and statement stuffers, each of these items
are printed from mom and pop shops within 200 miles of our Eureka headquarters.”

Even with this year’s supply chain shortages, the company continued to source locally, only temporarily
challenged on apparel when some local screen printing companies shut down, forcing Advanced Security
to order from big-box companies. As soon as these local companies were back up and running, Advanced
Security was happy to return to their local printers, Adams says.

Weathering Obstacles
Due to the company’s location and global circumstances, Advanced Security has had its share of
challenges in the past few years. Just as their business philosophy is based on people serving people,
that also dictated how they faced these crises.

Beginning in 2017, the California wildfires hit home, threatening customers and employees alike. “In
2017, and again in 2020, our Sonoma, Napa, and Mendocino County clients were nearly centered in a
wildfire event that burned through the city of Santa Rosa and the surrounding region,” Chuck Petrusha
recalls.

“Thankfully, our office was spared, but several of our employees and many of our clients were
displaced. Monitoring and service operations company-wide were heavily impacted … communications
infrastructure was damaged where some areas had lost cellular towers or fiber optic network paths, so
alarm communications for certain premises spared by the fire were not possible.”

It was then that Chuck and his team decided it was time to look for third-party redundant monitoring
in order to be able to continue serving their clients no matter what was happening locally.

//

But beyond the technical challenges, Advanced
Security addressed the human ones. “The first
thing the fire did from my perspective is opened
up our human side and we realized our
customers and neighbors just lost not only their
house but everything they owned,” Chuck
Petrusha says. “We became even more
sympathetic and community-minded during that
time. In 2017, we lost almost 300 customers that
burned down.”

The company instantly rallied, gathering
provisions for food banks in all three areas,
volunteering to cook at the Salvation Army, and
filling trucks with donated supplies in the
parking lot of Costco.

When Northern California was hit by tragic

wild�res in 2017, members of the Advanced

Security team worked to deliver food to the areas

hardest hit.
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“It made us realize the human side of our business, but it also drove home how vulnerable we all were,”
he recalls.

That was just the first of a wave of events, including more fires and rolling blackouts. “They have been
devastating,” Chuck Petrusha says.

In addition to offering initial help, Advanced Security not only made special offers to returning
customers after they rebuilt after the fires, but also didn’t charge customers for services done shortly
before the fires. “I couldn’t imagine charging for putting in smoke detectors and then the house
burned down the next day,” he says.

“When a big crisis like this happens it is so tragic,” says Naomi Withers. “We had customers that had
just built these apartment buildings and they burned down. Others did a rebuild and it burned a
second time. That was hard. It was crazy what happened during those fires. There was so much going
on and they co-opted 911. There was really nothing we could do about that. We did what we could for
people, listened to their story, and wrote off monitoring.”

By the time the 2020 fires hit the state, there was another crisis going on as well: COVID-19. California
was the first state to shut down, and nobody knew what was going to happen day to day.

“We changed from a quarterly meeting and a one- to three-year planning outlook to weekly meetings
and a one-to three-day outlook,” Ian Schatz recalls. “Some of the most important insights we gained
throughout the pandemic are that we can be and are prepared for rapid changes and knowing that
we are adaptable as an organization.”

It also helped strengthen employee loyalty, Schatz adds. “We feel that the people who have stayed
with our company throughout the pandemic are more committed to making our company better in
the long run. They have experienced our leadership implementing practical adaptations to rapidly
changing health and safety conditions, which have contributed to our workplace safety. We showed
our genuine concern and care for our employees, and have successfully avoided outbreaks in our
workplace by remaining vigilant and flexible, keeping our employees’ safety concerns at the forefront
of our decisions.”

Technology Helps With Customer Care During the Pandemic & Beyond
Of course, Advanced Security is also a technology-focused company, serving a customer base that is 73
percent commercial and the rest residential. Part of the customer-focused approach involves listening to
customers’ problems and needs and forging long-term relationships. The other part involves staying
abreast of the latest technology trends to bring customers the best technology options available. The
company has made some strategic choices that helped sustain them and their customers during the
pandemic and setting them up for future goals.

“For the past two or three years we have been adding cloud-based video and access control offerings to
our portfolio of options,” Schatz says. “More and more over time, our clients expect certain services to be
available in the cloud on a subscription basis rather than an up-front purchase basis. Our sales for these
types of services are growing incrementally and are part of our strategic plans for growth.”

In 2021, Advanced Security partnered with Open Eye Surveillance for cloud-based verification and video.
The company also offers cloud-based video from Eagle Eye and cloud-based access control solutions from
Sielox and DMP.

Another big focus this year has been upgrading
customers from 3G — a challenge in any sunset year,
but especially difficult this time around due to the
pandemic and supply chain issues. Beginning the
daunting task just as the pandemic hit, the company
started by designating technician time and
purchasing resources specifically for the project.

“We worked with our service ticketing software
provider to flag accounts needing upgrade so that
any time we opened a work order, we would know
the upgrade was needed,” Schatz explains. “Along
the way, our relationships with our manufacturer and
supplier partners allowed us to stay ahead of the
inevitable supply chain issues that came along with
so many dealers realizing the urgency of the
transition to LTE communicators and those imposed
on the supply chain by the larger global issues of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Because we used the vendor
tools available to us to identify our supply needs very
early on, we were able to order and receive larger
than normal supply orders so that every technician
would always have every LTE radio offering in their
service vehicles, ensuring that all upgrades were
possible to complete during the first site visit.”

Ian Schatz demonstrates the “Zoom room,”

fortuitously designed just before the pandemic hit.
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As a result, Advanced Security is approaching the end of the year with just 100 transmitters to go and is on
track to finish the conversion on time.

Another fortuitous technology addition Advanced Security was lucky to have during the pandemic was an
in-house “Zoom room,” constructed shortly before the pandemic began.

“We had a property next door that needed to be remodeled and Chuck wanted to do a conference room
for our all-staff meetings once a month,” Schatz recalls. “At the time we were cramming into one room, and
Chuck asked me, with my AV background, to design a room where we could do in-person and remote at
the same time for both meetings and training purposes.” The original idea was to allow all three branches
to meet in a hybrid environment that would be interactive. It would also help for sales rep meetings to save
on travel costs and be useful for training.

“We were already utilizing this space to increase our ability to host remotely located training resources
when the pandemic began,” Schatz says. “So we were in a great position to continue bringing trainers to
our employees throughout the pandemic.” It also helped with frequent meetings to socially distance, with
Chuck in the Zoom room and employees at their desks.

Another planned project Advanced Security first began pre-pandemic — as a result of the wildfires and
ensuing rolling blackouts — was to move to a third-party monitoring center.

“The combination of risk factors in our service region, including fire events, PSPS power outage events, the
real potential for major earthquake and/or tsunami events, the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic, and in
the end, newly implemented AHJ requirements for UL central station monitoring for commercial fire alarm
systems helped us decide to move our most critical operational function into a multi-location, fully
redundant central station with AvantGuard Monitoring,” Schatz says.

The company had been in the evaluation and operational preparation phase of that change for nearly a
year when the pandemic hit, he explains. “The onset of the pandemic provided further affirmation that
moving our monitoring services into a third-party UL central station was right choice for our company’s
operations,” he says.

Ultimately, it will also open up technology possibilities for Advanced Security customers, including mPERS,
video alarm verification, and eventually Watson AI, an integration option from IBM that AvantGuard is
working on in hopes of further automating integration into their operations and further reducing response
times and false alarms on a situational-context basis.

Going forward, the Advanced Security management team is anticipating the full implementation of a new
back-end software and customer communication platform that was the result of an intensive search.

“We chose to look at customer relationship management (CRM) programs because we wanted to ensure
that our security consultants had the latest and greatest tools to manage and complete the sales
processes, making their job functions most efficient,” Chuck Petrusha says. “Choosing the right CRM to go
with was no easy task and a decision not taken lightly. … Finally we came to the decision that Salesforce
was the right match for us.”

In addition to the benefits Salesforce brings, the
company also provides a marketing tool called
Pardot, which Advanced Security is also using.

“With the implementation of Pardot, we plan to
transition all communication to electronic means,”
Adams says. “Pardot offers the ability to curate
individualized experiences for our customers by
location, industry and product type.”

All of these new solutions will be put to immediate
use to help Advanced Security meet one of its future
goals: getting under 10 percent attrition. With events
out of their control shutting down or destroying
customer businesses in recent years, the 2021 goal
had to be pushed off a bit, but now is in reach,
Schatz says. “We are averaging between 10 percent
and 11 percent. A consistent reduction of just 1.5
percent will put us into a single-digit attrition rate,
and we believe this to be attainable.”

Rick Petrusha (left), Tim Cherms, life safety

services manager (center), and Blaine Bermers,

security consultant/strategist meet to discuss a

project.
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The company also is committed to a new three-year strategy for growth, and with the 3G project behind
them, the pandemic — hopefully — under control, and a new CRM platform, management is confident the
company will grow at a faster rate than pre-pandemic. While most of the company’s recent growth has
been organic, Chuck Petrusha doesn’t rule out future acquisitions. “We put our acquisition strategy on hold
not only because of the pandemic but also because of the task of updating the 3G accounts to LTE. … That
is off hold at this point and we are actively pursuing acquisitions that are in our footprint.”

While Chuck and Rick Petrusha have been in this business for a long time, they have no imminent plans to
retire. “We are having a good time right now with new challenges every day,” Chuck Petrusha says. “I tell
my staff at just about every meeting that we are in the right business at the right time. The opportunity
seems to be growing, not only with what we currently offer, but what is coming at us, including cloud video
and access. We are well positioned as a technology company to offer that.”

Withers, agrees, adding, “I’m looking forward to what the future brings for this company.  It is fun to see
the company grow and change. I feel like we have come a long way.” SDM
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// Access Control

WHEN,
WHERE
& WHY:
Security Locks
& Door Hardware

The need for versatility has rendered the integration of this Grade 1 mechanical lock with a conversable 
electronic control system capable of Wi-Fi connectivity with multiple credential types, including a common PIN 
pad.
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As access control moves more and more toward the electronic side, perimeter door
security still hinges on its hardware.

BY ALLA N B. COLOMBO , SDM Contributing Writer

THE OR DINARY PER IMETER DOOR should be considered that point where the “physical security” of 
residential, commercial, and institutional structures begin. Windows are of course important, but FBI crime 
statistics in years past have routinely indicated that doors are the primary point of entry more than 80 
percent of the time.

In order to maintain security, it’s necessary to have a combination of mechanical and electronic devices on 
each door. In addition, electrified locking devices must be capable of automatically releasing the door for 
immediate egress in case fire is detected — which requires added integration between access control and
a listed fire alarm system.

In this SDM feature, we’ll talk about some of the devices found on perimeter doors as well as fire doors 
within most commercial structures. Many if not most of these devices will be known to the average 
integrator/dealer while others may not be as well understood. The purpose of this article is to provide a 
fundamental basis for further investigation.

Mechanical Vs. Electronic
The job of securing most if not all facilities requires both mechanical devices in conjunction with electronic 
identification and control. One thing is for sure: mechanical door hardware will likely never disappear, 
although electronics appears to play a growing role in how and when these mechanical devices operate.

“There is no doubt that the trend for security locks
and door hardware is moving toward electronics,”
says Lester LaPierre, director of business
development, electronic access control, ASSA
ABLOY, New Haven, Conn. “This trend is reflected in
both residential and commercial. As homeowners and
tenants become more comfortable with electronic
locks at home, the expectation to have the same level
of security, convenience, and control is extended to
the workplace.”

In truth, there’s a ton of money to be made in the
sale and installation of mechanical door hardware,
such as push-button mechanical locks, push/panic
bars, door hinges, door closers, kick-down door
holders, door stops, kick plates, floor-mounted door
stops, push plates, pull handles, continuous hinges,
and the list goes on. But the trend in access control
today is electronics, specifically in data acquisition,
user identification, scheduling, manual door release,
and other roles.

A new HES electric rim strike provides access

control of this door in a newly constructed facility.

The bene�t is the customary manual and motion

REX devices are not required.
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Partner Up When Necessary
The line between what a security integrator/alarm dealer and a typical locksmith does on a daily basis
is usually wide and colorful (as opposed to fine and gray). Generally, electronic techs do not get
involved with mechanical locks, electric door strikes, and miscellaneous door hardware, but there’s no
time like the present.

A relatively small percentage of security professionals actually do cross that line. Those that do usually
do it in order to offer the best in mechanical and electronic protection from a single source — their
own company. Not only that, but the extra money realized by doing so is well worth the effort. Yet,
installing mechanical locks and door hardware can be challenging to an integrator/dealer. This is
where it may be wise for you to partner up with one or more locksmiths in a nearby town — individuals
that you can turn to for assistance.

“We believe that the security locks and door hardware trend is headed toward the electronic side, with
a major push toward wireless solutions,” says Gary Martin of Camden Door Controls. “This varies
between markets. As locking hardware has become more complex over the years, however, we’re
seeing a trend toward integrators utilizing specialized lock installation companies.”

The key here is to assign one of your most promising technicians the task of helping the locksmith you
partner with in order to learn by watching and assisting.

//

“More than 90 percent of our products are electrified or a mechanical component is routinely tied to an
electronic solution,” says Kerby Lecka, marketing director, Security Door Controls of Camarillo, Calif. “One
could say that the ‘trend’ is our reason for existence.”

Electrified devices include door cords, transfer hinges, automatic door openers, door holder closers,
electric solenoids, electromagnetic door locks, electronic locks, door strikes, REX (request to exit) buttons,
REX motions, door switches, and others (this list is certainly not conclusive).

“Automatic door operators also will be in even higher demand as the benefits of this application are used
across market segments,” says Garrett Kaufman, president, Essex Electronics, Carpinteria, Calif. “Hand-E-
Wave (Essex’s hands-free REX device) provides the hands-free door activation component, which can be
used with an automatic door operator to provide a complete touch-free solution.” Essex is one of many
manufacturers that have moved in this direction since the onset of the pandemic in 2020.

For those who need additional help with automatic
door openers, electromagnetic locks and other
hardware, Camden Door Controls, Mississauga,
Ontario, offers on-site training classes. “We tailor
these training sessions to accommodate the specific
needs of attendees,” says Gary Martin, product
manager, Camden Door Controls. “In addition, earlier
this year, we unveiled the ‘Camden Virtual Trade
Show’ booth, which is unlike any other experience to
hit the industry. It’s built using AVR (augmented
video reality) — a software application that adds a
layer of computer interface on top of a pre-recorded
video presentation.”

A single- or double-door egress electromagnetic

lock (EML), designed to slow, not prevent someone

from exiting. This model features voice prompts

and a LED counter so occupants know how much

time is left before the door(s) will open.
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Security Rides on Quality Door Hinges
If there’s any one spot on a door that receives the most wear and tear, it’s going to be the hinges. In fact,
when you size up your access control jobs, it would be wise to visually scan the hinge side of each and
every door that you’ll be performing work on  — the objective being to verify the functionality of each and
every hinge.

Even if the objective of a project involves a purely electrified solution — such as electromagnetic locks,
card readers, and the customary egress devices — dysfunctional hinges can and will eventually cause
operational problems for you down the road, if not sooner. Your company will end up running unnecessary
service calls, presumably as part of your warranty.

For integrators and dealers who are not familiar with the various door hinges on the market, a good place
to begin is with a list of the most common types currently in use. The following is a list of 13 from which
you can Google all the details:

�� Barrel hinge

�� Butt hinge

�� Butterfly hinge

�� European hinge

�� Flush hinge

�� Knife hinge

�� Mortise hinge

�� Offset hinge

�� Piano hinge

��� Pivot hinge

��� Soft-close hinge

��� Spring hinge

��� Strap hinge

Take photos of the hinges on each door and be prepared to render an option in your bid for hinge
replacements when it appears that they might be necessary. The side benefit to this is if your client fails to
upgrade and there’s a problem with one or more of these hinges … well, as they say, a picture is worth a
thousand words.

The ANSI Hardware Grading System
The most significant point of importance to security professionals and their clients is that of the
common perimeter door. It’s your job to protect all points of ingress within residential, commercial and
institutional structures — depending on the scope and the venues served by your company. When
doing so, weigh the risks associated with each facility and plan to use the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) grade that makes the most sense.

Assumed risk is one of the reasons why door hardware is classified using a grading system: Grade 1, 2,
and 3 — starting with the most secure. For those who may not understand these three basic grades
and what they mean, here is a short description of each according to ANSI:

1. Grade 1: Certi�cation is commonly assigned to the strongest grade that ANSI recognizes for both

commercial and residential uses. When a lock bears this certi�cation, this is as good as it gets.

2. Grade 2: Offers a higher degree of security for residential and light commercial. Products that bear

Grade 2 are designed to provide excellent security and durability.

3. Grade 3: Offers basic residential security. This is the lowest grade recognized by ANSI as it provides the

minimal acceptable quality and durability for residential applications.

For more information on the door hardware grading system, check ANSI’s grade-relevant page here:
link: https://bit.ly/3Bg5fRJ.

//

Electronic Locks: A Direct Replacement For Mechanicals
Sometimes there’s a real need to replace traditional mechanical locks with electronic models. This is made
possible because electronic locks are specifically designed to fit into the same space within a door as their
mechanical counterparts.

There are benefits to going electronic. First, electronic locks can provide a unique credential for multiple
users, and owner/managers can manage them without incurring charges commonly associated with
rekeying. Push-button mechanical and keyed locks do not provide this capability, unless you master the
latter, which takes time and costs the client additional money. Whether it’s a high-tech RFID token, access
card, mobile device app, or a manually entered PIN, electronic locks offer the most protection for the least
investment, providing you match the ANSI security grade to the type of facility and individual security risks
to be encountered.

Second, there’s the integration factor with other
devices within the home, office, or commercial
facility. Namely, many makes and models utilize radio
frequency (RF) technology to send data to HVAC
thermostats, alarm panels, lights, and other devices
using Wi-Fi, Bluetooth (both traditional and low
energy), Z-Wave, ZigBee, and NFC (near field
communication). Through IoT (internet of things)
devices and special mobile apps, they also can
communicate with homeowners, business owners,
managers, maintenance people, and other devices in
general.

Third, through the use of electronic locks, many of
the devices required by local and state fire codes can
be omitted. Key here is the fact that most if not all of
these relatively new access control devices are
inherently designed to provide immediate egress
through a single, instinctive action — usually by way
of a lever or knob. This eliminates the need for an
expensive electromagnetic lock, manual REX device,
and REX motion.

In medical facilities as well as other commercial

environments it’s important to have a touchless

egress solution, like this double-gang wave plate

that's capable of activating an automatic low-

energy door opener.
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How to Choose the Right Door Strike
The first thing that you need to consider when selecting a door strike is what the door and door frame
are made of. The most common types of materials to consider include wood, aluminum, and hollow
metal.

Tip  No. 1: Wooden door frames usually require an electric strike that contains a longer faceplate than
is used on metal.

Tip  No. 2: Hollow door frames are not always entirely hollow.

During the physical construction of a building, pieces of brick, mortar, and other items are often
dropped into the steel frames that comprise a door assembly. One sure bet is to use a low-profile
electric strike that houses the electric coil(s) up inside the door strike. By contrast, the coil(s) within
most electric strikes are contained inside the frame itself, forcing you to chisel a space within the
construction materials left behind. The expenditure of extra time and material can be avoided by using
a low-profile electric strike.

Aluminum frames are usually not problematic, unless there’s a window involved. In this case, pay
particular attention to where and at what depth you drill. Too much drilling in one direction or another
can end up cracking the glass, which will cost you money.

It’s also important to note whether the door in question has an assigned fire rating. If it’s an inside
door, such as a computer room, storage room, or something similar, the fire rating assigned to the
electric strike must match the fire rating listed on the door.

The strength rating of the mechanical lock also must be considered when choosing the right electric
strike. If the lock carries a Grade 1 commercial security rating, then the electric strike must carry the
same Grade 1 rating.

The importance of fire-rated door assemblies cannot be stressed enough. It’s something that has
existed for over a century now. Whether it’s a fire door, the mechanical locks used to protect them, or
the door hardware that adorns them, your strike must match.

//

Be Aware of Fire Safety Code Issues
It’s not unusual for access control professionals to work on existing doors in old construction. The big thing
here is knowing the fire codes that pertain to fire doors and egress openings, especially where it involves
adding and changing hardware. Although we’re primarily interested in securing these portals, it’s our job
to know what we can and cannot do without violating one or more of these statutes.

The bottom line is, a municipality requires that we observe these codes when we install locks, exit
hardware, and other items that may impact the fire rating of the door itself. The other consideration is our
encounter with existing doors in a client’s facility that no longer meet these codes. In this regard, there are
four primary areas that we must be aware of:

�� The visibility of a third-party listing label.

�� Modifications already made to the door that may change its fire rating.

�� The blockage of one or more unused or forgotten exit doors.

�� Non-instinctive locking mechanisms that impede and prolong egress.

Numbers 3 and 4 are especially important because
they’re designed to prevent unnecessary fire deaths
at the “point of exit discharge.”

In brief, fire doors must bear a legible third-party
label (such as UL) that can clearly be seen and read.
If the door has been painted, or if you suspect that
the door is not fire rated when it’s installed in a fire
wall/barrier, you need to notify the facility manager
before your work commences, and always take
photographs. Code references include NFPA 80,
Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening
Protectives, 2016, Sections 4.2.3, 4.3.1, and others. Be
sure the door is listed for fire, and don’t paint over
the listing label during touch-ups.

If the door you’re about to work on requires physical
changes, such as the removal of signage that could
result in open holes, you must install steel fasteners
that completely fill the holes, and fill the screw or
bolt holes with the same material as the door or
frame. To be safe and not sorry, obtain a current
copy of the NFPA 80 standard from NFPA.

This Grade 1 electri�ed mechanical lock simpli�es

egress by eliminating the customary REX

hardware that’s required by �re code when

installing an electromagnetic lock on a door, thus

saving installation time and money.
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Last but not least, an adhesive-backed fire/smoke gasket is available for use on door frames to seal the top
and sides. Its purpose is life safety because it’s capable of isolating one portion of a building from another
so smoke cannot migrate from one compartment to another. The bottom line is, make sure you do your
homework where it comes to fire codes and the ANSI hardware grading system.

The idea of making perimeter and select interior doors a major part of your access control program holds
a great deal of promise from a profit standpoint. Over the last year and a half, hands-free access, which
was already in place in many healthcare facilities, has become a significant force within the access/door
marketplace, which is where automatic door openers and high-tech egress come into play in a big way.
SDM
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// Video Solutions

VMS?
What’s New With

Learning the language and particularly the features of public clouds is essential, particularly the vast array of

security features there.
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The cloud, COVID-19 and technology advances have made video management
systems more valuable than ever.

BY KATHLEEN HANNON, SDM Contributing Writer

CAPABILITIES IN VIDEO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS [VMS] are growing rapidly, in part thanks to the cloud
and all the opportunities that the cloud affords to convert security video into actionable information that
can improve not only security, but operations, customer service, and even marketing. The cloud offers a
variety of built-in software solutions that make advancements less a choice of cost, and more a choice of
allocating IT resources to meet a variety of customer needs.

We checked in to see what VMS suppliers are working on, and why. While the COVID-19 pandemic spurred
manufacturers to shift focus to remote access and the ability to review company compliance with CDC
health recommendations onsite, IoT and cloud-based business intelligence applications offer many more
innovative possibilities going forward.

Surveillance Application Advancement
Genetec, Montreal, Quebec, has developed a crowd
estimation application. “In the mall, or the airport, or
even a business, customers want a notification when
there are more than 50 people congregating in one
area,” says Product Marketing Manager Laurent
Villeneuve. “Our application provides an estimate in
real time and you can either initiate an alarm or
simply generate reports to leverage that data.”

Troy Wideman, regional marketing manager for
Bosch Security Systems, Fairport, N.Y., says, “Our
latest version offers map-based tracking assistance
and improved geographical awareness with online
maps to help operators pinpoint areas of interest,
providing greater situational awareness, which
enables a more informed response.”

Crowd estimation applications such as this one

from Genetec have multiple applications for public

areas.
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Teledyne FLIR, Wilsonville, Ore., offers United VMS (UVMS), a scalable solution, says Kai Moncino, global
business development manager for security. “[Features] include health monitoring to automate the process
for finding faults early before critical issues arise, along with failover redundancy for maximum uptime,” he
says.

Jason Burrow, Western regional sales manager for Coppell, Texas-based IDIS says his company’s solution
suite includes voice relay. The company’s new real-time transport protocol (RTP) as a service enables
seamless and stable video and voice relay to third-party devices and software with an SDK or API,
increasing system flexibility and helping security teams coordinate responses to incidents and threats.

VMS Cybersecurity Post-Breach
Vulnerabilities exist in even the most seemingly impenetrable security systems, particularly when it
comes to cybersecurity. A missed patch, a disgruntled employee, a phishing email, or even an infection
from a customer’s undisclosed breach, can facilitate disaster. And every breach that affects one
company can impact the industry as a whole. In March of this year, a well-known start-up VMS supplier
was hacked when a super-admin user ID and password was publicly posted on the web. For 36 hours,
hackers gained access to 150,000 security cameras inside multiple household brand-name companies.
As the media carried the story on the front pages, it was a moment for the security industry to pause
and reflect on their own best practices. So what were the takeaways?

Transparency was an overwhelming winner. Hanwha’s Aaron Saks says, “If there’s an issue, be
transparent. Mitigate. Be immediate.”

Genetec’s Laurent Villeneuve agrees. “When you have a breach, the worst thing you can do is try to
hide it, as that allows the breach to spread and cause maximum damage. We have strict policies of
disclosing vulnerabilities and potential vulnerabilities to clients within 72 hours of detection.”

Dr. Carl Elks, a Ph.D. in Computer Engineering at Virginia Commonwealth University specializing in
safety and security says, “In every cybersecurity breach, you want your defense to be more powerful
than the offense. When you try to hide a breach, the offense — the hackers — know. They have the
advantage as they can leverage your secrecy against you.”

Elks regards breaches as an inevitability. “An R&D team is a finite number of people developing your
cybersecurity strategy, while customer access will likely number in the millions. At least one will find or
create a vulnerability, even if innocently. A conceptual change in cybersecurity posture is both
occurring and necessary: Stop thinking of cybersecurity exclusively as perimeter security. Assume a
bad actor is going to get in. Start thinking of systemic security where there is containment in terms of
the information that bad actor can access once inside.”

//

Artificial Intelligence Development
There’s nothing quite as resource-taxing as having a
security team watch hours and hours of footage to
find a lone object or individual, let alone the fact that
these searches typically have some measure of
urgency attached. Artificial intelligence (AI)
capabilities are paving the way to achieving that
goal.

“We’re investing a lot in AI,” says Austin, Texas-based
Eagle Eye Networks’ CEO Dean Drako. “While
approximately 95 percent of AI elsewhere is
implemented utilizing on-prem servers, that limits the
ability to manipulate the data, so we are merging our
AI technology with our VMS and building it into one
cloud solution where you can search video with a
command-line interface for best matches. With our
latest advances, you can check vehicles for license
plates, parking, direction they were moving. There
are traditional security applications as well. It’s handy
in [detecting] slip and fall incidents, intrusion, or
vandals.”

IDIS’ new real-time transport protocol (RTP) as a

service enables seamless and stable video and

voice relay to third-party devices and software

with an SDK or API, increasing system �exibility

and helping security teams coordinate responses

to incidents and threats.
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Hanwha Techwin America Senior Product and Technical Training Manager Aaron Saks says his company is
emphasizing AI as well. “Our current VMS Wisenet WAVE does a smart search and sees motion or
movement. We can detect people’s faces, objects, colors, and then do analytics. We can search for an
object from a simple command line [such as] ‘Do a search for a blue car.’ It saves hours of watching video.
You get a hit within seconds.”

Motorola Solutions, Chicago, is also working on AI, with a focus on tracking a person of interest, says Vice
President of Development Hamish Dobson. It allows users to look at live video of a PoI and see where they
came from and went. “Right click on the video and using an AI scan you can follow them throughout the
system … purely based on their personal description,” he explains.

Milestone’s XProtect Rapid Review is available as an
add-on that is seamlessly integrated into the
XProtect VMS Smart Client, says Jennifer Honest,
manager, key account team, Milestone Systems, Lake
Oswego, Ore. “It is an intelligent video analytics
solution that allows security operators and
investigators to efficiently search vast amounts of
video recordings and pinpoint exactly what they are
looking for in minutes.”

Integrating VMS Within the Security
Platform
Other manufacturers are working on deeper
integrations within their video management systems.

“Our SecurOS 11 Video Intelligence Platform provides
video management and native video analytics for
small to large-scale security applications,” says Aluisio
Figueiredo, CEO of Intelligent Security Systems (ISS),
Woodbridge, N.J. “The platform is available as an
end-to-end solution running on ISS network video
servers, and has existing integrations with most third-
party security systems such as access control, fire
alarm, building management and more.”

Panasonic i-Pro’s latest upgrade, Video Insight,

offers a fully integrates i-PRO’s MonitorCast access

control platform to deliver uncompromised system

management and control with unlimited

scalability on a uni�ed platform.
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Optimizing Planning & Scalability
The old saying goes, “If you don’t make mistakes, you don’t make anything.” Recognizing there’s
always room for everyone to improve, what do suppliers see as the most common mistake that
integrators make?

The most pervasive answer was inadequate planning. Suppliers have noticed a surge in hardware and
software choices that are either incompatible with one another, or do not match the individual
customer’s need to scale. The shift is likely a natural by-product of the change from integrators
recommending products to customers choosing their products before their integrator.

“[Recognizing] the inability of a VMS to easily integrate with other systems and devices without the
need for costly, custom integrations typically arises when a customer looks to enhance their system in
scale or capabilities, and the VMS software they have in place limits or completely restricts them from
doing so,” says Panasonic I-Pro’s Adam Lowenstein.

Vicon’s Aliyah Picanso agrees. “While there are often similarities in the competitive landscape of
physical security solutions, there are also subtle differences that can cost additional time and labor as
technicians juggle multiple platforms. Simple things like camera discovery tools can trip up even the
most seasoned integrators.”

IDIS’ Jason Burrows’ concern is selling the customer more than they need. “End users are waking up to
the high ongoing OPEX costs and bundled packages from established players that they don’t even
use. Integrators need to consider giving the users functionality they need most by thoroughly
considering needs site-by-site, as they can vary vastly.”

//

Adam Lowenstein, director of product management for Panasonic i-PRO Sensing Solutions Corporation of
America, Rolling Meadows, Ill., says the company’s latest upgrade, Video Insight, offers a “powerful, easy-to-
use enterprise VMS platform ... that fully integrates i-PRO’s MonitorCast access control platform to deliver
uncompromised system management and control with unlimited scalability on a unified platform.” This
functionality includes monitoring, mobile, health monitoring, and more, he adds.

Aliyah Picanso, product marketing manager for Vicon, , Hauppauge, N.Y., says her company’s latest
platform updates include “sophisticated alarm management options, a new integration framework,
improvements to the health dashboard and more.”

Many of the systems also include real-time direction to incident teams on the ground to ensure best
practices.

“VMS is no longer only used for video playback and recording, but also must have the capability to
consolidate information from numerous systems. Customers want security systems to be intelligent, with
the ability to identify and notify anomalies that can occur on all operational cameras simultaneously.”
Figueiredo says. “At ISS, we are experiencing a sharp increase in requests for sophisticated solutions that
are proactive solutions for a wide range of physical security and business intelligence applications.”

Opportunities for Security Integrators
Cloud capabilities, IoT, and AI are some of the top
technology trends in VMS, but one of the most
commonly mentioned trends manufacturers note is
not technology-related, but rather how customers are
taking first chair. “In the old world, end users would
call a local integrator, and the integrator would
recommend the products and do the install,” Eagle
Eye’s Drako says. “Now the product is being more
heavily dictated by the customer because they want
scalable, global consistency: one user interface, one
maintenance schedule, one security posture. That’s
not easily achieved under the old model, because
regional integrators would recommend and use
disparate systems.”

AI enables security operators to ef�ciently search

vast amounts of footage within minutes.
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For many integrators, the trend away from installations as the base of their business model to a software-
based recurring revenue model (RMR) potentially means a major but positive change in the eyes of VMS
manufacturers. Instead of the ‘one-and-done’ installation business model that obligates integrators to
always sell more and newer hardware, the RMR-based model offers integrators a deeper, more enduring
relationship with their customers as a support service in terms of customization, monitoring, and training.

“This shift can be real opportunity to expand their business,” says Genetec’s Villeneuve. “Being hybrid is a
good business model.”

But when it comes to expanding their subject matter expertise, where should integrators focus their efforts

Motorola’s Dobson says, “Learning the language and particularly the features of public clouds is essential,
particularly the vast array of security features there, as some customers have concerns. AI and analytics are
another core area, as there are a lot of capabilities that aren’t well understood. Integrators can educate
their customers on what is possible with the analytics — how to customize workflows and use the amazing
search tools.” SDM
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Many emergency communications systems, such as Zenitel’s, can be integrated with systems such as IP video

and access control so they can gain additional information, such as from surrounding camera views, or complete

actions, such as opening doors or gates and establishing an audit trail.
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EMERGENCY

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS:
For Emergencies & Operational Messaging
The pandemic has shown the importance of being prepared for unexpected
emergencies, and has given emergency communications systems a new role in helping
people in the commercial and educational worlds.

BY LAURA STEPANEK , SDM Contributing Writer

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS (ECS) encompass a wide variety of technologies,
configurations and applications — and their usage can be surprisingly linked to the coronavirus pandemic.

Some ECS systems are intercom-based and may or may not be similar to the traditional blue-light towers
often seen on campuses and in parking garages. Others are an outgrowth of fire alarm panels, originally
designed to provide mass notification of life-safety emergencies. Still others are designed expressly for all
types of emergency alerting using the most modern forms of communication available, including texting,
digital signage, and social media. What they all have in common, however, is their ability to alert large
masses of people as well as smaller, select groups to deliver messages of an emergency or non-emergency
nature.

The pandemic has changed many things, including ECS, as systems have taken on a greater role due to
how business is conducted today. And because of that, some aspects of emergency communications have
changed, particularly how they conduct non-emergency messaging.

Lessons From the Pandemic
Dave Sweeney, general manager of Advantech, Dover,
Del., a Security-Net member, says emergency
communication systems are inherently challenging
because people have different expectations and
beliefs about what they can do and how they should
best communicate the message. “Because of these
varying degrees of understanding or definitions, we
always rely upon the NFPA 72 Chapter 24 for
emergency communication system guidelines
because we feel that should be the foundation for
any emergency notification system that you design,
build or deploy,” he says.

He adds, “Codes are focused on protecting people in
the building; if you’re not in the building, you are in
less risk. That is the premise of most of the codes
and by broadcasting a pre-recorded message you are
capturing everyone in the building — visitors,
contractors, and employees.”

Featuring a new network architecture, Edwards’

EST4 platform makes �re alarm, mass noti�cation,

and building integration easy to implement, quick

to service, and secure in the face of cyber threats.
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But the pandemic has changed how people traditionally have used buildings for school, work, or
recreation. The fact that buildings today have lower occupancy rates than they did pre-COVID-19 is leading
Advantech, a security integrator, to evaluate how they can leverage the capabilities of emergency
notification systems differently. “It’s important to go beyond looking at getting the message to building
occupants and instead look at whether we are getting the message to the right people and how to do
that,” Sweeney says. “Email notification, SMS, and different third-party platforms that offer web interfaces
that manage these notification systems are all capabilities and components that many of our customers
evaluate. However, what we have seen is an uptick in people realizing they might need to expand that
notification sphere to outside of the building because of today’s flexible work dynamic.”

The COVID-19 pandemic brought to the forefront the role that buildings play in affecting human health
and well-being, says Jon Hughes, vice president, marketing and product strategy at Edwards, Bradenton,
Fla. Since people have begun returning to commercial buildings and campuses, it’s apparent that not only
are there fewer employees and students within buildings, but that they are occupying these buildings in a
much more distributed fashion. “In this new, staggered approach to building occupancy, it’s harder to keep
track of people coming and going, which makes it more challenging to communicate with them during an
emergency event,” he says. “These reasons necessitate systems having as many touchpoints as possible for
reaching occupants in the event of an emergency.”

In addition, vendors acknowledge the current trend for building systems to be accessible remotely due to
the unexpected and limited open and close times of many buildings. “From the standpoint of our
customers, the pandemic has sparked a demand for system information to be accessed remotely for health
and safety purposes,” Hughes says. “Traditionally, building personnel would need to access a fire panel
locally, but solutions like Edwards FireWorks incident management platform can provide information and
updates about the system in real time in a centralized fashion, even when panels are distributed
throughout a campus or property.”

John Holba, portfolio leader for building communications products at Honeywell Building Technologies,
based in Atlanta, says, “There has always been the need across the industry to be less disruptive and the
pandemic has highlighted this with limited access to buildings. Remote monitoring and diagnostics are
important to meeting the needs of today’s customers and providing more information and time savings.”

In addition to buildings housing fewer and more dispersed occupants, and operators needing to access
systems remotely, a third pandemic lesson is the desire for greater collaboration among a company’s
departments, says Todd Miller, senior vice president of strategic programs at Rave Mobile Safety,
Framingham, Mass.

This trend prompted Rave to introduce Rave
Collaborate, a companion to the company’s
emergency notification solution. Let’s say a facility
needs to shut down because of a COVID-19 outbreak.
Once the emergency system reports the outbreak,
there may be dozens of other things the company
needs to do before reopening: notifying its
management team, updating human resources,
deploying a memo to the rest of the staff, bringing in
a deep-cleaning crew, and more.

“Our customers said there has to be a way that we
can leverage what we’re doing with our
communication system, because so many of these
aspects have a communication element to them,”
Miller says. “Rave Collaborate is about providing a
digital checklist, a way of tracking tasks and
activities, and then leveraging both emergency and
non-emergency communications within that
collaboration space. It also has the ability to share
resources such as maps.”

Zenitel’s new touchless switch is easy for security

technicians to install because it doesn’t require a

separate power supply, and users just need to wave

their hand to activate the emergency

communications system.
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How ECS Are Used Differently
Over the last 18-plus months, Hughes says Edwards has seen an increase in construction in the industrial
manufacturing and distribution industries, and these businesses are thinking proactively about employee
safety in all aspects. Corporations are working with their environment, health and safety departments to
determine how they can better communicate with occupants spread out across massive buildings when an
incident occurs. “In some of these buildings, you might have 400 people working over 3 million square feet
of space, so traditional systems aren’t as effective,” Hughes says. “Instead of a single point of contact, such
as text messaging, they want to reach employees through paging systems, video displays, computers,
mobile devices and virtually any other means that can communicate a message to an employee in the
event of an emergency.”

In the same vein of targeting people with more precise messaging, Rick Focke, director of product
management, enterprise access control at Johnson Controls, Milwaukee, says suppliers in general are
moving toward pure IP-based solutions that can harness integration capabilities. “For example, our C•CURE
9000 event management system seamlessly integrates with the Lynx Duress & Notification system so that
if an event is triggered in C•CURE, the system will automatically send out a notification or message via
network-based loudspeakers, LED displays, or to existing radio systems,” he says.

Talkaphone introduced its bAlert Personal Safety and Collaboration platform in 2020, a system that integrates

multiple methods of communicating emergencies to �rst responders, including traditional 911 phone calls, smart

device apps, desktop apps, Bluetooth panic buttons, and blue light phone towers and call stations. It also has the

WaveSense touch-free call stations and COVID-19 self-assessment feature.
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Like the other experts, Focke has noticed an increased emphasis on working remotely, so the ability to
muster so managers can know who is in the building and who isn’t is extremely important. “We are also
pushing more communication out beyond just an audible announcement to employees inside a building, to
also include employees working remotely,” Focke says.

In addition, the pandemic has certainly extended perimeters well beyond the traditional greeting of visitors
at a receptionist’s desk inside a building. Face-to-face communication is now much more limited in
commercial and educational facilities.

“It has made our product more required, the idea of audio more desirable. You have now pushed the
perimeter from the desk to the front door, or maybe even to the gate,” says Bruce Czerwinski, vice
president of sales and business development at Zenitel, Kansas City, Mo. Due to that distancing factor, the
pandemic is stimulating usage of ECS for conveying more than just emergencies. For example, if someone
had a flat tire in a parking garage, they could use the ECS to request assistance in lieu of approaching the
security desk.

With the proliferation of remote communication, it’s more important to be able to hear and be heard —
and to be understood — so people can respond to emergencies and first responders can assist them.
Zenitel’s ECS solution offers both two-way communication through the intercom, and broadcast
communication through, say, a speaker mounted in an intercom station tower. “For us, layering means
different layers of communication. There’s one-to-one, one-to-many, or one-to-all,” Czerwinski says of
Zenitel’s ECS. “The pandemic has made that more important, because first responders don’t want to have
to go knocking on every door; they’re trying to do that more efficiently.”
Kevin Lehan, national sales manager at EMERgency24, Des Plaines, Ill., has witnessed a gain in popularity
during the pandemic for the BluePoint end-user app and the www.ursecure.com portal. EMERgency24 is a
strategic partner to BluePoint Alert Solutions, Elgin, Ill., which sells its ECS through security dealers and
monitors them in EMERgency24’s central station. Lehan says the app helps companies easily keep their
databases current as employees come and go — especially important during the current tumultuous
employment market.

The BluePoint emergency communication system is a bit different than others. Either a “pull station” or a
mobile pendant device are used to trigger a pre-recorded audio message and blue strobe lights. That
signal is then received by the EMERgency 24 central station where it is treated as the highest priority. The
central station contacts the authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) or other appropriate security entity.
Simultaneously, the system initiates automated texts, emails, and phone calls seconds after the device is
activated. These notifications can go to anyone inside or outside the facility. The dedicated and secure two-
way communication platform allows first responders and building occupants to remain informed as
situations are resolved and all individuals are accounted for, says Dave Ochs, executive vice president at
BluePoint Alert Solutions.

The pandemic is a reminder that we always

need to be prepared for the unexpected.

Offering digital, data-driven solutions that

provide remote access and an advanced level of

operational insights delivers an advanced level

of preparation.

— OSVALDO SAN MARTIN

SAN MARTIN

As with other systems, companies can customize the BluePoint system to send any type of emergency or
non-emergency message. Users can attach additional information to messages, such as a building layout
showing safe areas in which to shelter during a weather event, for example. “That’s where I think
technology is taking us is that you have all these capabilities now that use your phone and the technology
to give people information you couldn’t give them before in a way that’s so beneficial,” Ochs says.

Prior to the pandemic, active-shooter situations were a key driver of many changes to ECS, specifically the
need to identify where an active shooter was located and inform people in harm’s way about what actions
to take, says Greg Sink, president and CEO, Talkaphone, Niles, Ill. “The pandemic has certainly tested the
ability of emergency communications systems, as the need to disseminate information that was changing
daily was needed to keep people at businesses, healthcare institutions, and educational campuses informed
on the latest safety procedures and protocols.”

As with anything, a combination of forces often works together to shape technology and its uses, says
Miller at Rave Mobile Safety. But over the last two years, the pandemic has accelerated what emergency
managers, safety officials, and HR officials had already been thinking about: the trend of operational
messaging. “I think folks recognize that when you have an outstanding emergency notification system or a
mass notification system that is able to quickly deliver multimodal messages — while that is really essential
and works well in emergency scenarios — they also have uncovered a lot of non-emergency scenarios that
are a critical part of their operations,” he says.

For example, because of COVID-19, a company may be operating normally one day, and shut down the
next. Shutting down a shift and/or closing the entire next day’s operation is not a critical emergency that
you’d want to sound the sirens on; it’s more of an operational message, Miller says. “And there’s been a lot
more of that because things have changed very quickly. You could be operating at full capacity today, but
completely shut down tomorrow. Or think about the supply chain issues that we’re having. You’re operating
at full capacity and now you’re not getting that stock in that you were expecting next week, so you need to
make some schedule changes.”

He says a lot of his customers have started to
operationalize many more of those communications
and Rave will continue to help its users leverage that
because they recognize they can’t sound an alarm
for everything.

Changes Over Time
Sink of Talkaphone says mass notification systems —
a term sometimes used interchangeably with
emergency communications systems, but with its
own distinct characteristics — were originally used as
civil defense systems during the Cold War era. They
later transitioned to weather-warning systems and
eventually expanded to include all hazard warnings,
including man-made or natural disasters such as
weather, acts of terrorism, hazmat/chemical spills,
and transportation accidents.

Today, these systems not only inform communities,
but can also collect critical information about a
situation by allowing first responders to collaborate
with an emergency caller.

The new Edwards Genesis LED strobe expander

G4SE Series have just been made available as part

of the expanding portfolio of Genesis LED Series

Noti�cation Devices.
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Selling emergency communications systems that companies can remotely access is one of the biggest
changes that systems integrator Johnson Controls attributes to COVID-19. “The pandemic is a reminder
that we always need to be prepared for the unexpected,” says Osvaldo San Martin, vice president and
general manager of security solutions at systems integrator Johnson Controls, Milwaukee. “Offering digital,
data-driven solutions that provide remote access and an advanced level of operational insights delivers an
advanced level of preparation.”

Better preparing its customers is what led Johnson Controls to launch its connected fire panels offering,
which allows facility managers to check the health of all their fire panels from a smartphone or laptop, he
adds. This system also sends mobile push notifications for an emergency situation, which allows managers
to be confident in the safety of their buildings no matter where they are. “Remote ECS prepares our
customers to handle any emergency from anywhere and give occupants the peace of mind that their
health and well-being are protected,” San Martin says.

Still, even though ECS are finding additional usage for operational messaging during the pandemic, it
ultimately comes down to the security industry providing security, safety, and well-being to their customers,
no matter the solution. SDM
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TECHNOLOGY@WORK//
ACCESS CONTROL

Homeless Veterans Get New Calif. Home Secured by

Advanced Security Systems

Advanced Security Systems, SDM’s 2021 Dealer of the Year, installed an integrated security system at
Bayview Heights, the newly constructed Redwood Veterans and Homeless Center in downtown Eureka,
Calif. The project also included a life safety system (fire alarm), access control, video surveillance, intercom
system, and security.

Construction of the 50-unit, three-story building was completed by Danco Builders Northwest, a division of
the Danco Group. The $20 million construction provides new living spaces for 50 formerly homeless
individuals and veterans, featuring residential units in groups of seven. Bayview Heights also includes space
for the Veterans Administration to assist residents with case management, behavioral health treatment,
employment training, and job placement. Building amenities include a rooftop community garden and
patio, Energy Star appliances, wiring for internet and cable, and a fully enclosed courtyard.

All residents have incomes below 50 percent of the
median income in Humboldt County, Calif., which has
the largest homeless population per capita in the
state. Funding was provided by California’s Veteran
Housing and Homelessness Prevention Program, tax
credits, and rent supports from the Veterans Affairs
Supportive Housing program and Humboldt County.

Advanced Security has a long-standing relationship
with Danco Builders, which recommended that they
bid on the project, said Rick Petrusha, vice president
and general manager of Advanced Security. Because
it was an R1 occupancy project, the building required
an automatic fire alarm system with low frequency
sounders, as well as access control and other
elements, he said.

IMAGE COURTESY ADVANCED SECURITY

Advanced installed a Notifier by Honeywell fire alarm system and sprinkler system; Sielox access control
system on all exterior gates, lobbies, and areas leading to different portions of the building; Digital
Watchdog cameras and surveillance system for all common areas and around the exterior of the building;
and DMP full camera security system in the office area, Petrusha said.

Residents are provided with an access control key fob that allows them to enter the facility, exit the
elevator only on their floor, enter their apartment, and access the common areas, said Bayview Heights
Property Manager and Director Erica Farnum.

“Most of the residents have struggled with addiction issues and on the streets always had their stuff stolen,
so security is a top concern for both the residents and the people who work at the facility,” she added.
“Visitors buzz the intercom with a video monitor on the access control system to request entry, and must
register if allowed to enter.”

The property also has security cameras on the outside of the facility, in the back parking lot, and inside the
facility in hallways and common areas, enabling security guards to immediately spot developing issues,
according to Farnum. “They help keep everyone safe, whether that is keeping people out of the facility, or
letting them know to stay inside while police or the Department of Health and Human Services comes and
helps them resolve issues,” she said.

Farnum credits the security systems as being critical to the facility’s functionality: “Without them I
wouldn’t be able to do my job!” She described how the facility’s smoke detectors have alerted them to
potential problems, whether residents are smoking in their room, or accidentally left the stove on when
they went out. In the latter case, security guards were able to enter the apartment and turn off the stove
before it caused a fire. Recently when the automatic controls on the elevator were down and the facility
had to use manual controls, the intercomsystem helped residents let the office know to send the elevator
to their floor, she added. — By Laura Mazzuca Toops, SDM Managing Editor //

Maine-based Brigid Farm, a vertically integrated cannabis firm, has
selected Salient Systems’ CompleteView VMS, an open platform video
management system, for a multi-state video upgrade project for its
cannabis facilities.

Brigid Farm also selected CompleteView for its ability to integrate
with several other key operational technologies, including license plate
recognition (LPR) to monitor daily incoming and outgoing deliveries,
point-of-sale software for retail transactions, and cannabis industry
seed-to-sale tracking software, which cannabis businesses use for
regulatory compliance.IMAGE COURTESY OF SALIENT SYSTEMS

Buckingham Properties and media and communications agency
Butler/Till have selected AMAG Technology’s Symmetry Security
Management System to secure Parcel 2, a mixed-use development
project and one of many currently in development in downtown
Rochester, N.Y.

Symmetry Access Control and Symmetry GUEST visitor management
allow Butler/Till to manage employee access and visitor flow
throughout the two-plus floors. Using the software-partitioning
feature in Symmetry Access Control, security is managed separately
for residential tenants.IMAGE COURTESY OF AMAG TECHNOLOGY

Nortek Control, Epic Smart Homes, and Texas homebuilder G. Morris
Homes combined forces with the Gary Sinise Foundation R.I.S.E.
(Restoring Independence Supporting Empowerment) Program to
create a specially adapted smart home for a retired U.S. Army
captain.

Epic Smart Homes’ ELAN control system is the backbone of the
Guerrero family’s new home. They enjoy fully automated, one-touch
access to audio and video, multiple zones of lighting control,
automated shades, HVAC and more. The home also features a 2GIG
security system, Panamax power conditioners, Lutron lighting and
shades, and a Leon Speakers sound bar — all controlled by the ELAN
control systems mobile app which provides a universal and consistent
GUI to all interfaces.

IMAGE COURTESY OF EPIC SMART HOMES

Kirkland’s, a global home décor retailer with more than 400 stores in
37 states, has selected Hanwha Techwin video surveillance cameras
managed by Salient Systems’ enterprise video management software
(VMS) to replace its current system and improve loss prevention and
claims investigation.

The Hanwha-Salient solution has improved Kirkland’s loss prevention
investigation efficiency. The team is able to pull recorded video from
any camera via the Salient VMS rather than wait for information to be
extracted from an analog DVR. They also appreciate being able to use
Hanwha’s device manager to troubleshoot and resolve any camera
issues remotely first rather than unnecessarily sending out a service
technician. The Hanwha solution has also helped Kirkland’s conserve
bandwidth with Hanwha WiseStream II compression technology.
WiseStream II dynamically controls encoding, balancing quality and
compression according to movement of the image. Combined with
H.265 compression, bandwidth efficiency can be improved by up to 75
percent compared to current H.264 technology.

IMAGE COURTESY OF HANWHA
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5 MINUTETECH
QUIZ//

LIFE SAFETY & FIRE ALARM

Test Your Smoke & Fire Alarm Knowledge

1. It is recommended that the voice notification message be intelligible,
_____________, and appropriate for the hazard.

a. loud

b. understandable

c. audible

d. visible

NEXT

Roy Pollack, CPP,
SET, holds Level IV
certification in the
field of fire alarms
from NICET. 
He is currently a
director of training
and compliance
for
Comcast/Xfinity
Home and may be
reached at 
sdmtechtips@bnpm

edia.com.
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TECHNOLOGYSOLUTIONS
& SKILLS//

VIDEO SOLUTIONS

iDter Launches Immediate Deterrence System With Dealer

Partnership Recruitment Program

San Bruno, Calif.-based iDter recently launched a complete commercial security solution and partnership
program with the ability to generate RMR streams through its technology footprint. A fully integrated and
automated security solution, iDter is proven to foil 98 percent of intrusions without the delays of human
intervention, with users also experiencing false alarm reductions to about 4 percent, according to the
company.

iDter, part of Kuna Systems Corporation, offers its solution through a qualified network of commercial
security integrators, structured/data cable contractors, and licensed electrical contractors and is currently
seeking additional members for its dealer community.

The heart of the product is iDter’s exclusive quad-core Niō guardian node, which is designed to identify
intrusion and take immediate and effective deterrent actions that surprise intruders and defy predictability.
iDter has implemented artificial intelligence deep-learning technology using convolutional neural networks
(CNN) and holds some 35 U.S. patents through its parent company. 

With iDter, intrusions are detected, immediately
verified on video, and alerts with event recordings
sent to the client’s mobile device. iDter live monitors
events to ensure the deterrence actions were
successful, and if not, a video verified alarm is sent to
a UL-listed, Five-Diamond Certified central station to
dispatch authorities through 911 operators. Customers
receive access to reports of security incidents and
deterrence effectiveness with performance metrics
and statistics, such as the total number of incidents,
the preventative responses triggered, recordings of
the incident and responses, and the central station
engagement and dispatching activity.

“iDter has recognized the need in the security
marketplace for an automated and immediate
deterrent solution,” said Greg Ayres, vice president of
sales and marketing at iDter. “It’s a complete,
integrated platform focused on providing
documented security results for the property owner
and RMR creation for the security dealer. With iDter,
integrators can provide regular, documented security
results to their clients, adding substantial value, thus
making the relationship sticky. Dealers can grow their
business with predictable revenue streams and a
proven, end-to-end deterrent solution.”

iDter Niō guardian and protector actively deters

criminal activity.
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The iDter solution begins with Niō nodes installed around the premises, in place of wall-pack lighting. The
Niō nodes are positioned to detect intrusion with a 4K HD resolution camera with wide-angle lens, multiple
motion detectors, omni-directional microphone, and quad-core intelligence. The Niō nodes also deter with
a rich set of immediate deterrent responses, such as the instantaneous illumination by 10,000 lumens of
multi-directional LED floodlights, red and blue LED strobe lights, piercing sirens, situation-appropriate
voice-down warning messages programmable by the customer, and intimidating sound effects.

The nodes are networked to the iDter cloud through Wi-Fi/ethernet communications and include a 256 GB
SD memory card for onboard 24/7 HD or 4K camera recordings for online forensic analysis. iDter features
Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud video storage and video-verified monitoring with UL 827 dispatch to
PSAP.

iDter’s business model is centered on RMR, selling the Niō units wholesale to dealers at cost and charging
RMR based on the number of units placed, Ayers said. Dealers can then price the units at a more than 40
percent markup, so they’re getting almost an equal share of the RMR, he added. iDter’s unit price includes
all services involved, an end-to-end solution with no gap, Ayers explained. “You don’t have to cobble
together hardware or vendors; the security dealer just needs to get voltage with an ethernet cable or build
the Wi-Fi.”

The company is currently working with mostly smaller commercial and residential security dealers, with
vertical market targets such as construction sites, equipment rental sites, auto repair and dealerships,
hotels and malls, educational campuses, agriculture and cannabis facilities, and oil and gas facilities. “This
product works beautifully with guard companies because it’s hard to hire and keep guards right now,”
Ayres said. “Because the system works on a mobile platform, a single guard can be in car and manage five
or six properties himself. It’s the perfect blend of technology and HR.”

While typical security dealers work with 12-volt systems, iDter’s system requires a 120 volt set-up, which is a
good fit with medium-sized security dealers, Ayers said. This expands the product’s interest to security
integrators as well as electrical contractors and infrastructure cable installers, he added. One security
integrator using the product for a customer that had 25 to 30 petty intrusions a month was able to bring
the number down to four to five intrusions a month after installation, he said.

For more information, visit help.idter.com/hc/en-us. — By Laura Mazzuca Toops, SDM Managing Editor //

Suprema Integrates Biometric Access Control With Genetec Security
Center

Suprema, a global provider of access control and biometrics, announced the successful integration of its
biometric access control products with Genetec Security Center, a unified security platform that connects
security systems, sensors, and data in a single interface.

Through this integration, users can pair Genetec
Synergis — the access control system of Security
Center — with Suprema access control devices,
enabling verification of access credentials with
fingerprints and facial recognition along with existing
RFID cards and PIN numbers. Users can quickly
register biometric data such as fingerprint and facial
recognition records through either the Security
Center software or Suprema’s BioStar 2 software,
with all data being synchronized in real time and
transmitted to a server. The integration is suitable for
enterprise-level use, allowing up to 1,000 devices to
be connected at once.

IMAGE COURTESY OF SUPREMA

“Through this partnership, customers of both companies can more easily build and operate biometric-
based security management systems,” said Suprema CEO Hanchul Kim. “We will strengthen our partnership
to elevate our status as a global security leader.”

Francois Brouillet, product line manager, access control at Genetec Inc., added, “The integration of Security
Center Synergis with Suprema’s biometric access control solutions simplifies the architecture, thereby
enhancing the end user experience. This brings increased value to our joint customers and partners and
further strengthens our long-standing relationship with Suprema.”

For more information, visit https://www.supremainc.com/en/. //

STANLEY Security, Nexkey Team Up to Expand Access Control Portfolio

STANLEY Security, a global provider of integrated security, health, and safety solutions, has invested in
Nexkey Inc., provider of mobile-first, cloud-based access control solutions. This investment — backed by
STANLEY Ventures, the venture capital arm of Stanley Black & Decker — launches a strategic partnership
between the two companies.

“We are committed to building safer, healthier, and more efficient
environments, with the purpose of helping the world progress,” said
STANLEY Security Global President Matthew Kushner. “Nexkey’s
innovative technology helps provide a seamless access control
experience with the added value of data insights. When paired with the
expertise from STANLEY Security, this solution will provide even more
value to organizations as we all adapt to our evolving world.”

Nexkey launched in 2018 to provide businesses an easier way to unlock and manage door access. The
company’s wireless access control platform enables smart entry to any door, which allows businesses to
manage access with a mobile app or web portal, simplifying installation and delivering valuable spatial
intelligence to help optimize operations. STANLEY Security’s investment in and partnership with Nexkey
provides new opportunities for small- and medium-sized businesses to adopt affordable, integrated
security solutions.

“Nexkey unlocks more value beyond what traditional access control can offer, as our solutions are so
versatile and simple to install that we can deploy them on any door at a fraction of the cost of today’s
 systems,” said Eric Trabold, CEO of Nexkey. “And with organizations increasingly turning to the cloud and
mobile solutions, this partnership offers STANLEY Security’s customers a convenient solution for enhancing
their access control, creating seamless on-site experiences, and providing intelligent insights throughout
the entire building.”

For more information, visit www.stanleysecurity.com. //

BriefCam Partners With Axis Communications for Video Analytics on
Deep Learning Cameras

Axis Communications has partnered with BriefCam to put BriefCam’s video analytics onto Axis’ deep
learning cameras. BriefCam video content analytics will be available on the next generation of Axis
cameras with edge-based deep learning processing capabilities from December 2021.

The emergence of AI-based edge analytics is an advancement that reduces a video analytics system’s total
cost of ownership, enables use in low-bandwidth environments, and ensures faster response times to real-
time alerts.

By enabling BriefCam analytics on the edge, users
receive real-time alerts up to six times faster, achieve
a five to 10 times reduction in bandwidth between
camera and server, and need up to 55 percent fewer
real-time GPU processing servers. This integration
provides both flexibility in deployment options and
cost efficiency from CAPEX and OPEX reductions for
large scale or distributed video analytics
deployments.

Combining BriefCam’s video analytics with high-
quality Axis cameras powered by the new ARTPEC-8
chip allows customers to further optimize surveillance
camera investments by enabling advanced analytics
to manage real-time alerts, perform forensic search
and derive operational intelligence for a range of
safety, security, and operational use cases.

IMAGE COURTESY OF AXIS COMMUNICATIONS

BriefCam is one of the first third-party organizations to use the AXIS Camera Application Platform (ACAP)
to enable a comprehensive analytics integration directly on Axis Communications’ deep learning cameras.
AXIS Q1615 Mk III, featuring a dual chipset of ARTPEC-7 and a deep learning processing unit (DLPU), was
the first Axis camera with BriefCam video content analytics embedded. The BriefCam analytics platform
will be available on additional generations of deep learning cameras from Axis including those with the
new ARTPEC-8 chip, designed specifically for the acceleration of analytics.

For more information, visit Axis Communications’ website  link: https://www.axis.com/en-us. //

Arcules Integrates With Keep by Feenics Access Control Platform

SaaS security provider Arcules announced a strategic integration with Feenics, a cloud-based access
control provider. Combining the two cloud systems will deliver a seamless, automated connection that
provides advanced levels of insight into security events across a business’s infrastructure.

The integration links Arcules’ cloud-based security platform with Keep by Feenics to provide users with
converged video and access control data and video verification of access events. Joint customers can
access a unified monitoring experience and view live and recorded video and associated access control
data. Stakeholders can also export recorded video clips and snapshots from the Keep interface.

“Developing fully automated integrations with other cloud-minded
organizations is an example of our commitment to creating an excellent
user experience for our customers,” said Nigel Waterton, chief revenue
officer, Arcules. “Today, there is more data available for analysis than ever
before and many times, systems still operate in silos. Allowing joint users
to fully and easily correlate data from access control and video
surveillance gives them a superior security management solution and lets
them focus on the core aspects of their business.”

Arcules designs and delivers an easy-to-use, cloud-based video surveillance, access control, and analytics
platform. Keep by Feenics, which supports the Mercury access control hardware platform, is designed on a
flexible infrastructure that allows developer-partners to use APIs to embrace a more intelligent, connected
environment. After installing the Arcules plug-in for Keep’s WinApp, users can view Arcules video feeds in
the Keep video player, aligning video and access control data to support informed decision-making.

“We continue to lead the charge when it comes to connected, cloud-based security technologies,” said Jeff
Ross, director of global marketing for Feenics. “Native cloud-based solutions like those offered by Arcules
and Feenics give customers many advantages around accessibility, reliability, and mobility. Removing
friction from the user experience is a key component for us and working with a forward-leaning company
like Arcules to deliver an intuitive video and access control experience fits perfectly within our mission to
help optimize our customer’s security environment.”

For more information, go to arcules.com. //

TELUS, Genetec Partner on Cloud Video Surveillance for Canadian
Businesses

Communications technology company TELUS and security tech company Genetec Inc. are joining forces
to simplify cloud video surveillance for small and medium-sized businesses in Canada. The collaboration
bundles TELUS security cameras with Genetec’s Stratocast cloud subscription-based video monitoring
solution, enabling users to monitor their video from multiple locations through cloud-connected cameras.
By recording and storing video straight to the cloud and eliminating the need for on-site servers, business
owners can keep an eye on their locations using the Stratocast web portal or mobile application on their
phones, computers, or tablets.

“TELUS has a long history of delivering innovative security technologies
to our residential and business customers, and we are proud to partner
with Genetec,” said Jason Macdonnell, president, smart security and
automation at TELUS. “Powered by our world-leading networks, TELUS’
security solutions provide integrated, flexible systems to make our
customers feel safe, connected, and in control. This collaboration
highlights both companies’ focus on using technology to meet the
security needs of businesses and improve the day-to-day lives of users.”

Stratocast is now available to customers across Canada. With TELUS’ PureFibre network, businesses can
access upload and download speeds, which provides significant benefits for applications like video
surveillance and cloud-based security.

“The cloud offers new ways for small and medium-sized businesses to secure their facilities, while
effectively leveraging their operating budgets,” said Marc-André Bergeron, director of sales, Genetec Inc.
“We are pleased to be collaborating with TELUS to bring video surveillance as a service to this community.
Small and medium-sized businesses are utilizing cloud infrastructure and enjoying cost-savings across
many parts of their operations — from POS systems to security. Genetec Stratocast makes it simple for
business owners to effectively and affordably protect their operations.”

For more information, go to telus.com/TCSS. //

LenelS2 has entered into a strategic distribution agreement with
video analytics software provider BriefCam, enabling LenelS2 value-
added resellers to offer the BriefCam video content analytics
platform with LenelS2 VRx and Milestone XProtect video
management systems as well as within LenelS2’s Magic Monitor
unified client. These integrated solutions enhance situational
awareness and provide actionable insights to security operators
when viewing live video surveillance feeds and recorded video, and
join the Carrier Healthy Buildings Program suite of offerings to help
deliver healthier, safer, more efficient and productive indoor
environments. LenelS2 is a part of Carrier Global Corporation, a
global provider of building and cold chain solutions.

The Magic Monitor unified security client combines access control,
video surveillance, forensics, live-sourced internet feeds like weather,
traffic, and news, and interactive content like floor plans and maps. It
allows for the display and management of access alarms as well as
cardholder data, badges, and access rights for the LenelS2 OnGuard
and NetBox access control systems.

Adding the BriefCam video analytics solution to the Magic Monitor
client allows security operators to easily review hours of video within
minutes, pinpoint people and objects of interest, receive real-time
notifications of critical events, and dynamically analyze key
performance indicators to optimize operations. The BriefCam
solution interfaces with both the LenelS2 VRx and the Milestone
XProtect software, with live and recorded video managed and
displayed in the Magic Monitor client.

For more information, visit LenelS2.com.

IMAGE COURTESY OF LENEL

Cloud video surveillance provider Eagle Eye Networks announced
enhancements to the Eagle Eye Cloud VMS, providing three editions:
enterprise, professional, and standard. Customers can choose the
edition that best meets their needs based on factors including
number of locations, number of users, system complexity, and
regulatory requirements.

“Our new Eagle Eye Cloud VMS editions will propel customer and
reseller success by delivering the right solution for each customer,
while ensuring customers have the flexibility to scale,” said Dean
Drako, founder and CEO of Eagle Eye Networks. Eagle Eye Editions
will be available in late Q4, 2021.

For more information, visit https://www.een.com/product/cloud-video-

management-system-editions.

IMAGE COURTESY OF EAGLE EYE
NETWORK

3xLOGIC announced the availability of its all-in-one functionality,
currently available in its serverless camera bundle, indoor cube
camera, and 56-degree thermal camera offerings.

All-in-one cameras feature onboard storage and, with the purchase
of appropriate licensing, allow the camera to function as a
standalone VIGIL server. The cameras can also be used in
conjunction with a VIGIL DVR for redundant storage capability. As a
stand-alone camera, all-in-one models are compatible with the entire
VIGIL software suite, including direct access through VIGIL Client
and the View Lite II mobile app, as well as with VIGIL central
management for remote health monitoring and notification.

For more information, visit https://www.3xlogic.com/products/all-in-

one-products-bundles.

IDIS has released IDIS Solution Suite (ISS) version 3.5, an enterprise-
class VMS. New features and service modules are designed around
increased situational awareness, efficient response coordination, and
sped up investigations.

A new Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) service enables seamless
and stable video and voice relay to third-party devices and software
without an SDK or API, increasing system flexibility and helping
security teams coordinate responses to threats and incidents.

For more information visit https://www.idisglobal.com/index/iss.

CEDIA, the global industry association for the home technology
industry, announced a new community for Ring professionals within
the association. The new initiative will grant Ring pros access to a
carefully selected educational curriculum and a variety of member
benefits.

For a limited time, Ring pros can join the CEDIA community as an
individual member for $99 and access discounted educational
opportunities through CEDIA Academy, a dedicated Ring pro portal,
and exclusive webinar content. Ring pros will also be able to take
advantage of the many benefits a CEDIA membership has to offer,
including education and training, certification programs, in-person
and virtual events, white papers, and more.

Ring and other Amazon products will be available through CEDIA’s
Propel program, which connects CEDIA members to emerging
trends, innovative technology, and special offers. All CEDIA members
who order through Amazon business are eligible to receive up to 25
percent off Amazon Echo, Ring, and other Amazon products.
To learn more about becoming a Ring professional, contact
prochannel@ring.com.

For discounted Amazon products through CEDIA Propel, visit
cedia.net.
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Security NETWORKINGS//

SOFTWARE UPDATES

YourSix Cloud Service Provides Important Protection

For IP Camera Systems

AS COMPUTER AND NETWORK TECHNOLOGY continues to burrow into the
devices we depend on for daily connectivity, there is a clear and present danger
for all connected devices. The incidences of hacking occurring on massive numbers
of installed devices means that — for adequate cyber security protection —
equipment such as IP cameras may well need to have their software upgraded to
install security patches, stability fixes and potentially new features. It is important
to consider that when software is written for a specific product, it likely is
programmed to protect the device from currently-known hacker attack methods.
Every day, new hacks and attacks are developed by the “bad” guys. Software
writers can’t protect against the “zero day” attack methods that have yet to be
invented.

For the IP devices in your home or business, installing software updates is a
straightforward process. I start up my laptop and once the Windows home screen
appears, a box in the corner will often say that there are X number of updates from
the laptop manufacturer that need to be installed. Just click the box and the magic
happens.

Dave Engebretson
provides fiber
optic and IP
training through
his company
Slayton Solutions
Ltd. You can check
out his training
programs at
slaytonsolutionsltd.

com.

However, it is a drastically different story for field-installed IP cameras, access
control and other electronic security equipment. While a dealer might be notified
that specific devices need to be updated to protect them from new hacking
methods, it often isn’t financially viable for dealers to visit scores of customers to
upgrade their devices. Customers won’t want to pay for the service call that’s
needed, and dealers cannot afford to do the upgrading for free. The severity of this
problem continues to grow daily as more and more IP/internet devices are installed
by our industry.

One company is taking a comprehensive and practical approach to
the cyber protection of connected IP devices. YourSix Inc. isn’t your
average cloud storage video monitoring service. While their service
provides many flexible options for remote viewing of live and
recorded video from smartphones and PCs, such features can be
found in many currently available cloud video service options.

Dealers need to consider how their installed systems will be updated
and protected throughout the system’s lifespan, and this is where
using YourSix makes a very important difference. Using Axis cameras,
installers can connect to the YourSix service with the press of a
button after the camera is powered and connected to the local
network, provided there’s an internet connection. No port forwarding
is required and there is no extra box or device to store video that
must be installed on the network.

‘Dealers need to

consider how their

installed systems

will be updated and

protected

throughout the

system’s lifespan.’

Once connected, YourSix provides many important features for responsible
installation companies. “Health Monitoring” monitors the functions of all cameras
and verifies the veracity of the local mini-SD card, which is typically plugged into a
camera. YourSix really steps up in the software upgrading of the cameras,
automatically installing factory-supplied updates that will help protect the device
from hacking, fixing newly found stability issues and adding new features from the
factory.

IMAGE COURTESY DAVE ENGEBRETSON

Dealers should be concerned about whether the devices they place on a clients’ IP
network such as cameras are vulnerable to newly developed hacking methods. By
using the YourSix service, dealers can transmit HD video streams to the cloud, and
export locally stored video from SD cards in the event of a temporary internet
failure. At $20 per month for 30-day storage the YourSix program is competitively
priced and includes critical monitoring and device updating functions.

We don’t want to be installing IP cameras that are potential “time bombs” that
might affect client’s devices and their overall network in the future. YourSix is a
very easy-to-use service that provides valuable and inexpensive remote IP device
monitoring while installing companies can be confident in the protection of the
devices being installed when they connect Axis cameras to YourSix.

For more information, please visit yoursix.com. And thanks to my friend Mike King
for his assistance with this article. //
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Illustra Cameras Make Buildings Smarter
The Tyco Illustra Pro Gen4 2MP, 4MP and 8MP Edge-AI
mini-domes are part of an increasing portfolio of IP
cameras that focus on delivering AI classifications,
customizable rules, and accurate event notification at
the edge, while still maintaining the core attributes of
ease of installation and enhanced cybersecurity. This
new line of cameras provides commercial and light
commercial organizations with the capability to
respond to incidents faster than ever before as AI
enhances the speed and accuracy of forensic
searches. Settings can be adjusted on each camera
with a variety of analytic rules that notify security or
business owners when people or objects are detected.

Illustra // www.illustracameras.com

STI Cabinet Protects Important
Devices

Altronix Extender Increases
Signaling

Hikvision Camera System
Improves Standalone Operation

Hanwha Intercom Station Sees in
Low Light

Dortronics Door Release Is
Hands-Free & Adjustable

Axis Intercom Is Lightning Fast

IDIS Suite Delivers Increased
Visual Awareness

Continental Access Solution
Consolidates Access

HID Global Cards Deliver Digital &
Physical Contactless Experience

Eagle Eye Package Delivering
Customizable Business Logic

Invixium Solution Delivers Healthy
Access

Viking Paging Horn Talks, Hears &
Plays Music

ScanPass Solution Adds Dual
Authentication
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CLASSIFIEDS//

CAREERS AND ONLINE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

It Pays to Advertise!
A cost effective way to recruit new employees, market your services and promote your training and

education programs.

Contact Jackie at 215-939-8967 or beanj@bnpmedia.com for rates and information
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DIGITAL SHUFFLE// BY AMANDA REED,

SDM Associate Editor

WWW.ALARMLOCK.COM

Alarm Lock Locking & Database
Management Software Now Available to
Download
Alarm Lock, a division of NAPCO Security Technologies,
announced its DL-Windows Management software is now
available for download on the Alarm Lock website, on all
lock pages. DL-Windows is the free Alarm Lock Trilogy
Microsoft Windows-based software application that allows
for easier and faster programming and access control
management with Alarm Lock Trilogy locks. Users can
create accounts and lock profiles, add multiple users, add
prox cards and/or key fob proximity credentials, retrieve
event logs, and create schedules. With DL-Windows, users
can set up all lock programming in advance from any
computer, then send the programming information to the
locks at their convenience. To download, just go to any
product page on www.alarmlock.com and look for the red
download button on the right-hand sidebar.

WWW.WESUITE.COM

WeSuite Unveils New Website & Brand
Refresh
WeSuite, manufacturer of sales management software for
security technology sales and service providers, has a new
look — including website, logo and tagline. WeSuite’s new
website more clearly conveys its applicability to security
and tech systems integrators, alarm companies, and
managed service providers. Videos, animations and case
studies are prominently featured, providing an informative
visitor experience. Explanations of software solutions,
features, and pricing are clearly delineated, making it
easier for visitors to determine which WeSuite solutions
best match their needs. The company’s blog offers sales
strategies, motivational tips, and suggested best practices
for sales management. Free webinars and online tutorials
provide training on ways to leverage the software’s many
features. Visit the new website at www.wesuite.com.

WWW.3XLOGIC.COM

3xLOGIC Rolls Out Mobile App for VIGIL
CLOUD
3xLOGIC, a provider of integrated, intelligent security
solutions, has rolled out a new mobile app for its VIGIL
CLOUD video management solution. The mobile app
makes tasks like viewing video, case management, and
viewing and reacting to notifications, available in the palm
of your hand. VIGIL CLOUD extends the VIGIL video
management system into the cloud, incorporating
enhancements designed to harness the power, scalability,
and ease of use. VIGIL CLOUD brings new paradigms to
physical security through its case management system
that allows users to share critical insights easily and
quickly with others. With the new mobile app, users can
easily access VIGIL CLOUD from anywhere, at any time, on
any device to quickly navigate through the solution. This
allows easy connectivity and collaboration whether you are
on the premise or not. Visit 3xLOGIC’s site for more
information. 

WWW.SECURITYINDUSTRY.ORG

SIA Debuts Online Grants Training Course
The Security Industry Association’s (SIA) Grants Training
Course is the first assessment-based training program
designed to help security integrators and manufacturers
advise their customers about how to effectively identify
federal grant funding opportunities that could be used for
critical security investments and projects — including
commercial and non-federal projects. This self-paced, on-
demand e-learning course is comprised of three modules
(12 lessons) that cover essential aspects of the federal
grants life cycle and specific security-related grant
programs. Each interactive module also includes a
participant workbook with templates, outlines, and
exercises to reinforce key learning objectives and aid in
on-the-job planning for grant applications. Each
participant must successfully complete the knowledge
check for each module to earn a certificate of completion.
Sign up for the course on SIA’s website.

Nexkey introduced a new app update featuring a redesigned UI that brings a fresh look and new
features to its unlock screen. Updated features include: card-style keys; transparent user schedules;
customized screens for users and admins; and unified UI on iOS, Android and Portal. Find more app
details on the Nexkey website.

Click to reveal website
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Rita M. Foumia

Production Director
Vincent M. Miconi

Finance Director
Lisa L. Paulus

Creative Director
Michael T. Powell

Clear Seas Research Director
Beth A. Surowiec

Chief Event Officer
Scott Wolters

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

OR SERVICE:

800-952-6643; fax: 847-763-9538 
sdm@omeda.com

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

Send old address label along with new address

to: 

SDM, P.O. Box 2146, Skokie, IL 60076

BNP MEDIA HELPS PEOPLE SUCCEED IN BUSINESS WITH SUPERIOR INFORMATION

SDM is the complete magazine of the electronic security industry providing technology, applications and
installation information, as well as information on marketing and management of security-installing

companies.
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Buyers Guide Premium Listings

Buyers Guide Premium Sponsorships

Below are the premium listings from our directory. For the complete list of
companies and products, go to www.sdmmag.com/buyersguide
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https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-sourcebook
https://www.sdmmag.com/
https://www.sdmmag.com/
https://www.seclock.com/


Buyers Guide Premium Listings

2GIG
5919 Sea Otter Pl.

Carlsbad, CA 92010
(800) 421-1587

https://2gig.com

BACK

CLICK HERE

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

2GIG is known for building the most trusted and reliable security, smart home and safety systems on the market. With the
largest installed base globally, the company continues to set standards in the industry for technology innovation that helps
dealers realize new revenue and customer opportunities. 2GIG is committed to protecting dealer equipment investments with
breakthrough, feature-rich designs backed by its superior support and resources to maximize their success.

**Product Categories**
BURGLAR ALARM EQUIPMENT

Control Panels & Related Equipment

Control Panels

Wireless Detection Devices

Sensors & Detectors

Contacts & Switches

Glass Breakage

HOME SYSTEMS (OTHER THAN SECURITY)

Home Automation Systems

https://2gig.com/
https://2gig.com/
http://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/4841-2gig
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6168-burglar-alarm-equipment
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6172-home-systems-other-than-security


Buyers Guide Premium Listings

COPS Monitoring
P.O. Box 836

Williamstown, NJ 08094
(800) 367-2677

info@copsmonitoring.com

jgoodman@copsmonitoring.com

https://www.copsmonitoring.com

BACK

**To see all MONITORING product photos, downloads, and more!**

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

**To see all MANUFACTURER product photos, downloads, and more!**

Not just different. Better: COPS Monitoring is the #1 provider of professional monitoring services with the most
comprehensive monitoring redundancy in the industry. Our award-winning network of 6 central stations is trusted by more
alarm dealers to safeguard more accounts than any other company (3.4 million accounts). Offering security, fire, PERS,
MPERS, video monitoring and more, COPS is the only wholesale monitoring company with a proprietary UL listed monitoring
platform, dealer access, and API supported by a team of in-house programmers to deliver the tools you need to run your
business and integration of the best revenue-producing services. Contact us to discover the difference.

**Product Categories**
DEALER/INSTALLER BUSINESS SERVICES

Billing Services
Buyers/Brokers of Alarm Companies
Conferences/Seminars
Dealer Programs
Financing
Training Services & Programs

Installation/Service

Management

Marketing/Sales
Vehicle/Asset Monitoring & Tracking

MONITORING SERVICES

Alarm Verification
Guard Replacement Services
Vehicle/Asset Tracking Services
Monitoring Transmission Formats

AES-IntelliNet

Cellular

Digital transmission

Global positioning system (GPS)

Internet (IP transmission)

Listen-in/two-way voice

Long-range radio

Remote video

OPERATING EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

Computer Software, Alarm Company

Accounting/Billing

Central Station Monitoring
Dealer Management Software
Decals
Yard Signs

mailto:info@copsmonitoring.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20SDM%20listing
mailto:jgoodman@copsmonitoring.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20SDM%20listing
https://www.copsmonitoring.com/
https://www.copsmonitoring.com/
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3737-cops-monitoring
http://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3223-cops-monitoring
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6202-dealer-installer-business-services
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6701-monitoring-services
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6201-operating-equipment-supplies


Buyers Guide Premium Listings

DoorKing Inc.
120 S. Glasgow Ave.

Inglewood, CA 90301

(800) 826-7493

info@doorking.com

https://www.doorking.com

BACK

CLICK HERE

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

DoorKing was established in 1948, and is one of the country's leading manufacturers of vehicular gate operating equipment,
parking control operators, maximum security gate operators, single and multi-door card access systems and access control
products.

**Product Categories**
ACCESS CONTROLS & LOCKS, ELECTRONIC ACCESS CONTROLS

Card Access Control Systems

Multi-Building

Multi-Door

PC-Based

Single Door

Wireless
Card Readers

Chip/Smart

Dual/Multiple Technology

Proximity/RF

RF ID

Wiegand
Cards and Credentials

Proximity

RFID

Wiegand
Combination Card/Keypad Devices
Digital Keypad Devices
Software, Access Control & Alarm Monitoring Integration

ENTRY/EXIT DEVICES

Entry Control Systems

Hardwired Entry Systems

Telephone Entry Systems

Vehicle Barriers & Bollards

Video Entry Systems
Parking Control/Gate Operating Equipment

LOCKS

Electric Locks & Strikes

Deadbolts

Electromagnetic Locks & Accessories

Strikes

PHYSICAL CONTROL EQUIPMENT

Gates & Gate Operating Equipment

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE & COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

Sound & Communications Equipment

Intercom Systems, Phone

Telephone Entry Control Systems

mailto:info@doorking.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20SDM%20listing
https://www.doorking.com/
https://www.doorking.com/
http://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3246-doorking-inc
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6184-electronic-access-controls
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6185-entry-exit-devices
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6188-locks
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6189-physical-control-equipment
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6170-video-surveillance-communication-equipment


Buyers Guide Premium Listings

UCC — United Central Control
8415 Datapoint Dr., Ste. 500

San Antonio, TX 78229

(888) 832-6822

kschultz@teamucc.com

www.teamucc.com

BACK

CLICK HERE

**To see all MONITORING product photos, downloads, and more!**

CLICK HERE

**To see all MANUFACTURER product photos, downloads, and more!**

United Central Control (UCC) provides nationwide contract alarm monitoring services for 800+ dealers and their 240,000+
customers since 1982. As a monitoring and dealer services provider, we have a unique understanding of what it takes to
support dealers and help them succeed, because some of our team members have been alarm dealers themselves. UCC's
Grow Your Business workshop series is designed with the individual alarm dealer in mind to EDUCATE managers with expert
training using proven techniques that helped create more than 300,000 accounts, ENABLE owners to make informed business
decisions that increase their bottom line and EMPOWER companies with in demand services and technologies to help build
their business portfolios. Much more than just a monitoring station, UCC takes an active interest in your success. Call us today
for more information on becoming a UCC dealer.

**Product Categories**
OPERATING EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

Computer Software, Alarm Company

Central Station Monitoring

MONITORING SERVICES

Alarm Verification
Monitoring Transmission Formats

AES-IntelliNet

Cellular

Digital transmission

Internet (IP transmission)

Listen-in/two-way voice

Long-range radio

Remote video
Training Services & Programs

Installation/Service

Management

Marketing/Sales

mailto:kschultz@teamucc.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20SDM%20listing
https://www.teamucc.com/
https://www.teamucc.com/
http://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3768-ucc-united-central-control
http://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/3600-ucc-united-central-control
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6201-operating-equipment-supplies
https://www.sdmmag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/6701-monitoring-services


SUBSCRIPTION QUESTIONS? CONTACT:

SDM Subscription Services

7300 N. Linder Ave, Skokie, IL 60077-3217

800-952-6643 • Fax: 847-763-9538 • SDM@omeda.com

PUBLISHER

Gary Merrill
248-786-1247 • merrillg@bnpmedia.com

ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER / REGIONAL SALES MANAGER

Jackie Bean
215-939-8967 • beanj@bnpmedia.com

EDITOR

Karyn Hodgson
847-405-4027 • hodgsonk@bnpmedia.com

MANAGING EDITOR

Laura Mazzuca Toops
847-405-4032 • toopsl@bnpmedia.com

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Amanda Reed
248-227-3645 • reedaj@bnpmedia.com

CONTRIBUTING LEGAL COLUMNIST

Les Gold

CONTRIBUTING TECHNOLOGY WRITERS

David Engebretson and Roy Pollack
sdmtechtips@bnpmedia.com

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Candice Aragon, Alex Chavez, Allan B. Colombo, Kathleen Hannon, David Morgan, Tim Scally and
Laura Stepanek

PRODUCTION MANAGER

Lyn Sopala
248-786-1641 • fax: 248-283-6571 • sopalal@bnpmedia.com

ART DIRECTOR

Jennie Rogness

AUDIENCE MARKETING MANAGER

Christina Roth

MARKETING MANAGER

Kortney Lane

SENIOR INTEGRATED MEDIA SPECIALIST

Lauren Atsalakis

SDM MAGAZINE EDITORIAL OFFICES ARE LOCATED AT 2401 W. BIG BEAVER RD., TROY, MI 48084. PHONE (248) 362-3700.
THIS PUBLICATION CANNOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY FOR UNSOLICITED MANUSCRIPTS OR THE VALIDITY OF CLAIMS
MADE FOR PRODUCTS DESCRIBED. NO PART OF THE CONTENTS MAY BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN
CONSENT. STATEMENTS AND OPINIONS CONTAINED IN THIS PUBLICATION ARE THOSE OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT
NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE PUBLISHER OR BNP MEDIA. 
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